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Chapter I 
TEE PROBIEI'i 
Staten:ent of the :Problem 
The purpose of this study is to plan arithmetic problems 
at the fifth-grade level which will help to provide the 
quantitative backgrouno_ needed for a study of New England. 
Justification 
The mOO. ern trenl of elementary education is to pr ovide 
fO'"r children the foundation for the experiences they will en-
counter in their school life as well as for their adult life. 
Therefore Vle should take into consider at ion those aspects of 
social living which have or give real meaning and build arith-
metic problems around them. 
By teaching arithmetic problem solving in relation to 
another curriculum area as important to a child 'a life as 
social studies he not only develops a better understanding 
of quantitative situations found in living but he will also 
acquire much additional informat:i. o-n. related to the social 
stud. ies area which he is studying. Each will contribute to 
tbe other·. 
In an article con~enting upon the contribution of arith-
metic to ot her fields atd that of other fields to arithmetic 
Horn1 indicates that the :frequency and difficulty of the de-
mands made upon arithmetic in attacking problems in other sub-
jects suggest that instruction in arithmetic can make impol:'tant 
contributions to making the work in these areas easier. He 
also mentions that evidence from many investigations recently 
completed indicates that there is a large number of arithmetic 
abilities and concepts which are so comnonly and persistently 
needed that the student should have them in stock. In point-
ing out the many quantitative experiences which are available, 
Horn states, ''Examples rather consistently reported in addi-
tion to arithmetical operatio1w and the reading of numbers are: 
amount, area, avere.ge, c-enter , circle, depth, difference, dis-
tance, equal, hei ght, increase, length, line, number, part, 
per cent, proportion, quantity, scale, single, square, stra i ght, 
time, total, vertical, weight, Whole and Width." 2 He cont i nues 
by noting that these terrre are only a small proportion of the 
fai r ly definite mathematical terr.cs that appear with high fre-
quency in the reading done in other· fields. He feels that in-
definite quantitat i ve terms are much more frequently found es-
pecially at the lmver grade level. 
1Ernest Horn, "Arithmetic In The Elementary School Curriculum" 
Fiftieth Yearbook of The Hational Society for the Study of Educa- .. 
tion Part II, Chicago, rfiinois: University of Chicago Frese, 
195!, p. 14-
2 Ibid., p. 14 
2. 
Horn :f'urtber observes, "The more seriously t h e meaning 
theory o:f: ari tbmetic is taken and the greater the emphasis 
upon the development of quantitative thinking, the better 
the argument for including as part of the instructional plan 
in ari tbmet ic the development of concepts, and · abilities need-
1 
ed to deal with both definite and indefinite terms." 
Finally Horn suggests, "---if the arithrootical demands 
in other fields are met, marked contributions from these 
fields is inevitable not only to tbe motivation for learning 
arithmetical abilities but also to their development and 
maintenance. n 2 
3 
In 1950 Ryan made a stuiy of the opportunities for in-
tegrating arithmetic with a fourth-grade geography program. 
She set up problems to illustrate tbe manner in Which the 
two subjects could be integrated. 
4 Connolly also made a study in 1950 in which she planned 
arithmet i c problems a t tbe fourth-grade level which would aid 
pupils in understanding bet t er t he quantitative situations 
described in their geography, history and science subjects. 
lLoc. cit. 
2rbid., p. 15 
3Lillian :P. Ryan, "Arithmetic Problem Unit :Based on 
Quantitative Situations in Fourth Grade Geography" Service 
Paper, Bo:ston University, 1950• 
4Mary T. Connolly, "Arithmetic l?r oblems Based On 
Quantitative Situations -Described In Fourth Grade. Geog;Taphy, 
History and Scienc e Books" Service Paper, Boston University, 
1950. 
3. 
This study relates closely to tle two studies previously 
cited in that it is an attempt to set up problems based on 
quantitative situations related t~ social studies. However 
it differs in that graded textbooks have not been entirely 
relied upon for quantitative situations upon which to base 
the problems on. It was felt that many supplerrente.ry mater-
ials should bE? gathered and used in addition to a f i fth.:.. 
grade social studies textbook, since it is a common practice 
for children to make use of such supplementary materials in 
studying a s 'ocial studies unit. 
J?lan am Scope 
Quantitative situations found in a typical fifth-grade 
social studies text and a great deal of literature recently 
published. about each of tre New England States have been 
used as a basis for the arithmetic problems of this study, 
The titles of all sources of information used will be found 
in chapter four. 
Chapter- two contains a review of previous literature and 
research related to problem solving. Chapter tb:rtee contains 
the steps in the procedu:r·e and developn:ent of this paper. 
In chapter four the problems as developed far use are 
presented. Incl.ud.ed f'h'st are those problems based on situa-
tions describea. in the unit on New England found. in The l~ew 
World ~ Its Growth by Meyer a'1d Romer. After examinfn:g 
units on New England in sever al fifth-grade texts it seemed 
repetitious to build problems for more than one ---fifth-grade 
4. 
text as the information in these books was very similar to 
that found in the text selected. Furthermore, the problema 
can be used with or adapted to fit several texts. The rest 
of the :problems based on supplementary material ar e arranged 
according to industry, agriculture, population, trade and 
trans.p ortation, tourist iniustry, physical features, forests 
and forest products, recreation and historical facts. 
Ch.er fi7e contains. a report on the trial of s·ome of 
the problems over a brief perio:l of time. It also includes 
a summary of tbe paper, conclusions ani suggestions for further 
research. 
5. 
r 
. ., 
Intr exlnct·ion 
Chapter II 
REVIEW OF LITERA~'URE .A.l'ID P.ESEARCll 
RELATED TO PROBlEM SOLVING 
Since the aim of modern education in general is. to fit 
ch ildren for adult life we should. strive to help t hem spend 
t heir early years learning how to meet and solve such problems 
in arithmetic as they will be called upon to use or understand 
as adults. It is important therefore for teachers to provid e 
sitllations for problem solving which will be · real and stimu-
lating . We cannot guarantee understanding but we can provide 
situations around which understanding may develop. 
In this vein, Thiele says, nLearners must discover mean-
ing s f or themsleves. ~sychologically speaking teachers c~nnot 
give children meanings. They must be discovered by children 
themselves. . Teachers can do no mcr.ce than guide, stimulate, 
create situa tiona, bring about com i ti ons. anl generally spea k-
ing, help children gain meanings" •1 
In re f erence to the teaching of arithmetic in t he middle 
grades Thiele 2 says that . for various reasons teachers of the 
middle grades are apt to devote less titne to the building of 
bas ic meanin gs than teachers of the lower grades. He feels that 
lc. L. Thiele, "Arithmetic In The Middle Grades", Fiftieth 
Yearbook of The National Societ far The Study of Education 
J?ar II, 0 1icago, Illj.nois: Universi 0 icago Press, 1 51, 
p. so. 
2 Ibid., p. 82. 
children ultimately will gain greater competence in arithmetic 
if they have graded experience in arithmetic, moving from 
basic meanings to the methode of dealing 1.v;t th numbers used in 
the adult world. 
Horn1 feels that it is especially important that pup ils be 
helped to establish standard reference units ar.d the habit of 
using these units in interpreting quantitative statements. These 
units are built partly on the experience in the i:mmed iate locali-
ty a.nd partly on concepts already achieved. He gives the example 
of using a k'.aown area of approximately one square mile to inter-
pret the area of a country. He says that obviously the unit to 
be used should be ap-propriate to the size or amount of t he new 
quantitative statement to be interpreted. 
In emphasizing the r esponsibilities which the teacbing of 
arithmetic must assume, Rorn points out that the co1nitions under 
which thinking is done in the attack on problems in other areas, 
as well as the types of thinking required , suggest that consider-
able emphasis be given to mental arithmetic. He defines mental 
arithmetic as including "------ not merely practice on number 
Cu.rrieulum" 
of Educa-
?ress , 1 51. 
7. 
combinations but also t h e mak int; of approx i mat i ons, t h e T!le anin :o.: -
ful interpretation of quantitative statements, the acqu iring of 
math e;natical vocabulary, including b oth definite and indefin ite 
mather:1atical terms and the habit of relating quantitative state -
l 
ments to reference points in the student' s exp erience.'' Horn 
reports on David Eugene Smith 1 s Hork to the effect t h at men tal 
ari thnetic offers the best means for correlating t h e sub j ect ~Jith 
the pupil's other NOPk b oth Hithin and Hithout the school . 
Histol"ical BackQ;round of Pro olem Solving in 
the Arith;~etic Curriculum ---
In the earl y period of teaching textbooks Here rare. HoHever, 
arithmetic practice Has vePy routine since it Has the p ractice of 
the teacher to dictate practical prob lems Hhich the children cop ied 
into note book s . The method s of work ing the problems were also 
dictated b y the teacher and copied by the p u p ils . 'l1he pupils 
ap p l ied these methods mechani cally to the solutions of the p rob le2.n s . 
:t-To e x planations .for the methods u~ed ~-rere ever given and therefore 
t o most of the pupils aT•i tbmetic was just a b ody of arb itrary p ro -
cedures of Hhich they had. no rational u.nderstanding . 
G. rr . Bus 1vell 2 explains ho1;,r the textbook written by 1:Jarren 
Colburn in 1 821 influenced t h e teaching of arithmetic . He po i n ts 
1 Ibid., p . 15 
2 G. T . BUS"J;-Jell 11 A Critical Sui'vey of Previous Research In 
Aritbraetic 11 THenty- :tTinth Yearboolc of the National Society for_: 
the Study of Education,_ Part Il, Bloomington, Illinois: Public 
School Publishing Company , 1930 , p . 41-l-7 · 
8 . 
out that Colburn instituted a radical reform 1n arithmetic 
tbr·ough the following: 
(a} the abandoning of the teaching of rules. 
(b) the introduction of drill .method to secure 
better mastery of the number combinations. 
(c) the intrOduction of practical problems. 
(d) oral instruction. 
(e) the use of son:e objective material. 
It is felt that Colburn emphasized both the practical and dis-
ciplinary values of arithmetic but that he considered the 
practical values as the primary ones. However the emphasis 
upon practical values diminished gradually until by the end of 
the nineteenth century textbooks again tended to be very formal. 
Between 1921 and 1900 arithmetic expanded too greatly; in 
some schools as much as one-half of the total school time was 
devoted to this subject. About 1880 public criticism of this 
fact a.r ose • 
Wheat summarized the changes and trends in arithmetic since 
'1910 • . He said that the first change was to reduce content since 
newer subjects coming into the curriculum required shortening of 
the older schedules. "Every topic that was retained had first to 
prove its merit in terms of a definite standard. The standard of 
evaluation was computational usefulness in the common affairs of 
life. "l In reducing the content of the arithlootic curriculum, 
lHarry G. Wheat, "Changes and Trends in Arithmetic Since 1910", 
Elementarl School Journal. 47:134, November, 1946. 
9. 
arithmetic became an aggregation of UJ:Jrelated problems. 
The introduction of projects by a few teachers in the 
twenty or thirty years previous to 1948 was a start toward tie-
l ing ar it bme tic t oge the r again and providing me an ing. Hartung 
sunmarized what has been done in the thirty years previous to 
1948. He says that ·the efforts of these few teachers who start-
ed the "project" method grew from a desire . to make the work more 
interesting; better motivation through in.crea.sed interests was 
the dominant consideration. Hartung states that in recent years 
there has been a greater tendency to employ genuine problem sit-
uations not only because they stimulate and hold the pupil's in-
terest but also because they provide better opportunities for 
developing the disposition and the ability to do reflective 
thinking. 
The purpose of functional arithmetic problems today is to 
make arithmetic meaningful and vital to the pupil. 
Wilson says that there are at least two basic theorems for 
guidance in problem work in arithmetic today. 
nTheorem I- :Profitable functional problem units sre of two 
kinds-basic, relating to phases of the family budget and 
special reiating to vocational activities of the community. 
Theorem II- Real problems must be developed, and solved in 
the light of the experiences, interests and needs of the 
children and the ix home end community backgrounds". 2 
lM.aurice L. Hartung "Advances In The Teaching of P.roblem 
Solving", Arithmetic 1948, (Supplementary Educational mono-
graphs}, Chicago, Iifinois: University of Chicago Press, October, 
1948, P• 44. 
2Guy M. Wilson "Functional Problem Units in Arithmetic", 
Education 69:329, February, 1949. 
10. 
Each unit should be a new v.enture and never passed down 
from year to year. 
We are able to see the growth of this :feeling for devel-
oping better understanding of problem situations through more 
meaningful presentation of quantitative ideas, if we review 
some of the following . ideas and suggestions. 
In 1935 Stretch said "Arithmetic must be viewed as a sys-
tem of quantitative thinking. To say this is to say that the 
child does not know arithmetic well until he has developed the 
ability to think precisely and easily in quantitative terms or 
in other words to react intelligently to quantitative situations 
1 in and out of school". She continued to s~y that the ability 
to think in quantitative terms requires a fund of arithmetical 
meanings and without this fund of meanings the child cannot 
understand quantitative situations or react to them rationally. 
In 1936, as a result of· an experiment in which teachers 
ani pupils prepared dynamic problems for their own use, Connor 
and Hawkins found that the use of. dynamic problem material, 
created by teachers to help pupils over difficulties with more 
inert problems, adds considerably to the problem solving abili-
ty of pupils. They believe in using primarily, material collect-
ed from the child 1 s own experience to illustrate the processes 
they are supposed to learn. Their definition of a dynamic 
problem is: 
lLorna B. Stretch, "The Value and Limitations of Drill in 
Ari tbmetic", Childhood Educetion 11:415-16, June, 1935. 
11. 
" A dy-namic prob lem mi ght b e d e f ine d as a Gestalt 
u ith an unusually hi gh p otential or it mi ght b e 
define d as a p ro blem le ading to quick i ns i ght, 
accurate generalization and hi gh transfer value. 
The ori ginal p r es ent a tion is as s triking a s 
p os s i b l e . Pupils are kep t on the alert to vision 
t h e Hhole situat ion in Hb i c h the prob lem oc c1.u•s . nl 
In 1 9~-9 BI'ueckner and Gros snickle urote, "Th e ability to do 
reflective t h inking about s oci a l affairs gro 1-rs out of t h e study 
of so c ial p r oblems of c oncern to t he individuB.l and to the group 
and out of t h e consideration of methods by l-lhich the problems 
ca.11 b e solved . Ac t ual prac tice in sol ving problems of daily 
lif e t hat ar e of concern to the pupil s is a mos t valu ab le t yp e 
of experience in democratic living . n2 
They further point out tha t t~~ough the study of vita l 
prob lems and top ics pupils not only bec ome faYJ'l i l iar Hi th t he 
Hays in uhi ch nuiaber f a cts and processes are used in da.ily lif e, 
but t h e y also develop social sen sitivity . "They b ecome equipped 
l.Yi t h methods of g a inin g a11.d 1.mderstanding Hider social p rob lems 
and relat ionships . 11 3 
l~Jilliam Connor and Gertrude C. Hm·rkins, " tfuat Ha t e r ial s 
1 re Host Useful To Children In Le arning To Solve Prob_ems ? " 
Educational Method 16:24, Octob er, 1936 . 
2Leo J . Brueckner and Foster E . Grossnickle, HoH To Hake 
Aritll..:metic Neaningful, Philadelphia, Pa . : John C. 1•rins ton Co . , 
1947, p . 3· ----
3rbid., p . 12 
12. 
B1U'ch 1tJrote in 1 949, "Teachers should not expect pupils 
to learn to a ppl y ari t lLrnetic through experience 1rJi th textbook 
p rob lems. Rather they should seek out pi'oblems in areas such 
as science, soc ial studies, ex tra curricular activities and 
com:nuni ty s i tua.tions . nl 
Grover b elieves, "To provide enrichment in ari tll..ll_etic is 
a much more difficult and time consuming task than to enrich 
the l anguage arts curi'iculu.m. r1aterials are available, it is 
true, but t hey are much more difficult to loc a te; they have 
not b een org anized for use in a class room and the manner in 
vJhicl1. s uch material s may b e ·used profitably is not cle arly u_nder -
stood . n2 He continues, 11 As the culture in uhich He live make s 
greater demands upon citizens in the understanding of numerical 
relationsh i ps those res p onsibl e for planning education of y outh 
are reco gni z in ; the need for a different kind of teaching in 
the fiel d of mathematics in both the elementary and the second-
ary schools and much better results have been secured in recent 
year s . 11 3 
Bruecl{ner an d Grossnickle4 feel that the most valuab le 
group s of prob leiJJ.S include a varie ty of authentic realistic in-
1Robert L. Burch, " Skills I ns truction in Arithmetic", 
National Elementary Principal , 29 :29, December, 1 9L~9. 
2 c . c . Grover, "The Rate of Progress in Arithmetic in The 
Elementary School" The Hathematics Teacher, ~l,_:S , Janue..ry, 1 951. 
3Loc. cit . 
Leo J. Brueckner and Foster E . Grossnickl e, 9.£ · cit., p . ~l~ . 
l3 
formation that has social significance. The purpose of this 
material is to bring together in a systematic way valuable facts 
about everJday uses of number, business practices and applica-
t i on of numbers in s cienoe, s·ocial studies, health and ot her 
curriculum areas. 
Ernest Horn points out that after caref ully studying and 
experiencing various. integrated plans f"or teaching arithmetic, 
the committee on arithmetic for the 1951 yearbook conclude that 
there is definitely a need for systematic teaching of arithmetic 
in an arithmetic pericd as · well as teaching arithmetic through 
integrated units. They feel "An especially designed program of 
instruction in arithmetic is essential and such a progTam should 
include not only provisi~ns for systematic and meaningful learn-
ing in the classroom but also careful attention to the mathemati-
cal needs and contributions of other areas. nl 
The Place ~ Drill In Problem Solving 
Mcdern methcds of teaching arithmetic tb:r ough meaning does 
not maintain that there is no place for drill. The nevv method if 
carried out well provides mu.ch drill but in a disguised form. 
The traditional meaning of drill iS to have a pupil re1,eat again 
and again a certain task with the belief that this repetition 
vdll guarantee learning. The task generally seems dull and 
senseless to the learner. Many students are ·often able to do 
lErnest Horn, ~· .£:!!., p. 18 
· well on tests re quiri;ng mastery of the fundamental skills but 
when faced with problems involving number relations and their 
uses in every day life they failc. Their learning is ineffec-
tive. Today we believe in giving me:ny practices in varied 
situations. In this way students perform certain ma.themat ica.l 
:functions .many times, but each time in relation to a different 
problem. 
Brueckner and Grossnickle believe "Learning tbrough direct 
use in many contents is. undoubtedly one of the most productive 
form of practice. The dynamic force of purpose becomes ope:ra-
tive."l 
Through the use of' many situations to :provide practice, 
the learner besides developing arithmetic skills is developing 
new interests, attitudes, appreciations, and social insight. 
He is "living arithmetic" and not nerely repeating nechs.nica.l 
processes. 
Many times adults complain that pupils cannot apply what 
they know. This is often true after too much ineffective drill ·. 
Children should not be blamed when they cannot apply knowledge 
if they have never had the opportunity to try. Making use of 
knowledge needs training just as any other skill does ·. 
McMurry .maintains "What arithmetic suffers from is a lack 
of rich content. The processes should never be the rrain material 
far children can manipulate them for a month at a time without 
lLeo J. Brueckner and Foster E. Gros.snickle, ~· ill·, p.ll2. 
15. 
gaining a single idea interesting enough to talk about. The 
heart of arithmetic must be found in its problems. These 
should deal With vital subjects and their answers should tell 
a story. nl 
Stretch points out that drill does increase speed and 
accuracy in a reaction but the reaction may be a wrong reaction 
as well as a desirable react ion. She se.id, "Drill or repetition 
cannot furnish a different or a better way of doing anything. 
Instead it fixes the tYJ;>e of reaction that is practiced. Thus 
it cannot give the learner an understanding of what he is learn-
ing. If he does not have this before drill he will not have it 
after drill. n2 .She continues to say that drill which is given 
too early and which is relied upon excessively has harmful 
effects. It is apt to encourage children to memorize facts 
they do not understand and to acqui:re skills in which they see 
no sense. "The meaningless skills so taught constitute a poor 
foundation upon which to build the ability to think precisely 
and intelligently in quantitative situations. n3 
In describing the value of drill Stretch says "Repetition 
serves a useful function when properly used. That function is 
to increase facility, accuracy and permanence in responses wben 
meaning has been guaranteed by prior instruction."4 
1Fra.nk M. McMurry "What is !I'he Matter with Arithmetic?", 
Education, 54:451; April, 1934. 
2Lorna B. Stretch,~·~·· p. 414 
3Loc • ..£!!.. 
4rbid.., p. 416 
16. 
Burch, in explaining the meaningful approach to arithmetic 
maintains, "Although this approach is referred to as the mean-
ingful development of arithmetic, it does not mean that there is 
no place in the program f 'or repetitive practice. Instead this 
approach more oarefillly defines the place of drill. When 
children are taught meaningfully there will be a wide assortment 
of varied activities to develop the meanings of the concepts and 
procedures. When the child has obtained an adequate idea of the 
aspects under consideration and when his mental attack has 
reached the most efficient level, repetitive practice must be 
applied to make permanent the efficient level that the child 
has achieved. The important thing to remember is that when 
habitual response has been established for concepts and proced-
ures which were first understood the child has resources for 
self :reestablishment of habitual procedures that have been temp-
orarily forgotten. n1 
In an unsigned article in the Nevnon School ~ the author 
says, "The meaning theory holds that blind mechanistic drill or 
repetition is not only inefficient but in many oases has actually 
retarded learning. Parrot like verbal response deceive teachers 
and pupils alike. They may appear to indicate mastery but a 
little questioning may reveal an utter lack of understanding."2 
lRobert Burch,~· cit., P• 27. 
2nA New Guide To .Arithmetic", Newton School~' 5:1, 
~larch, 1950. 
17. 
Risden a r gues "Drill gi ves speed, nothing more . Before 
drill there mus t b e abundant meaningful experience in seeing 
groups ; in thiYLl{ing t heir r e l ations , in using the kno1•.Tl'l to fi n d 
t he unl{no1-m . nl 
Fehr po ints out, "Mechanization of p roc edure s c an a...YJ.d does 
become an impediment to t he proc ess of p rob lem sol ving . Learn-
ing facts in isolated situations does not aid problem solving . 
Discovery , ins i ght and meaning EU'e Hays of le arning t hat aid 
prob lem so l ving . Practic a l experience, vocabular y re:::>.soning 
and reading abil ity hm.re h i gh corre l a tion ~vi th pro blem solving . 112 
Pro gress of Text b ooks 1:Ji th Problem Units 
Because it i s n ot a l Hays possible to provide firs t hand 
experience in teaching many top ics in arithmetic, 1•Te must still 
maJre use of tex tbo ok problems . 
BusHell~ calls to our attention tha t in the text vrri tten 
by Col burn , t.-Jhi ch dominated t he t.-.rork of ari t bmetic in the 
school s for generations , mental discipline was the chief 
criterion fo r judging the 1vorth of prob lems . This ·ras the 
c h ief cri terion fo r t he choice of prob lems in :most ari t h .. r!letic 
textbooks for many years , even after it Has r ecognized as 
be ing usele ss . 
la . _11_ . Risden , 11 "\r>ihen Ts The Time for Drill", J1.1ne rican 
Chi l dho o d 36:18, December; 1950 . 
2HoHard F . Fehr " Present Researc h in The Teachinz of 
Arit:h.1netic 11 Teachers Colle g e Record, 52:21, October, 1950 . 
3a. T. BusHell 
.22. . cit . 135 . 
18 . 
In discussing the level of the quality of problem materials 
in textbooks today, Brueckner and Grossnickle maintain that the 
follov~ng three levels of merit can be used to evaluate the 
kinds of problems pupils are given to solve in textbooks. 
"1. Groups of is elated problems unrelated to each 
other, involving the use of computational pro-
cesses that have been taught. 
2. Pr oblems related to a single area grouped under 
some to~oic or heading. 
3. Grouped as a unit a number of verbal problems 
and questions related to some significant social 
situat i on or topic that is Within the experien ce 
of the pupils. nl 
In the l ast group it is p-ossible to have questions which re-
quire the use of the pr ocesses being taught yet mal::e the informa-
tion presented anl the experience given in the development of 
quantitative thinking the primary emphasis rather than merely 
the computations themselves. 
The same authors 2 charge also that in modern textbooks a 
wide variety of "problem units" such as the third group mentioned 
above, are being used. These often contain interesting informa-
tion about some use of arithmet ic, such as measurement, buying, 
selling, transportation, communication and industry. If the 
authors of ch ildren's texts present arithmetic information hav-
1Leo J. Brueckner and Foster E. Grossni ckle ~· cit., 444. 
2rbid., 437. 
19. 
ing social value and describe ap plications of arithmetic that 
the learner is likely to encounter in daily life. then such 
problems used along vVi th functional :problem units in the 
school, will have value and aid in the teaching of arithmetic. 
fe must remember though, that although we look for im-
proved text book problems as a teaching aid we still maintain 
that experience is our best teacher and that is what we find 
in the functional problem units. 
Guy M. Wilson many years ago, said with understanding, 
"The teacher who learns to . wo~~k with her pupils in the 
development of functional problem units will find in such 
work not only a new joy, but an enrichecl and developing life 
fOl"' herself as we 11 as for her pupils. nl 
In the same vein, Pres sey and E lam made a stud.y to try to 
determine the essential ncare" .of arithmetic words which every 
child should understa1n. As a result of their study they are 
convinced that one outstanding sotrrce of error in arithmetic 
problems and of antagonis:m toward arithmetic l i es in the fact 
that child r en do not know what the words n:ean. They. s ·~y n11'1ost 
investigations of t he matter seem to show that knowledge of 
subject matter and mastery of technical vocabulary go hand in 
hand. The te a cher who wishes the children in her class really 
to master even simple arithmetic needs to make an effort to 
20. 
obtain complete understanding of these relati'V'ely few vital terms. n2 
lGuy M. W:tlson, ~· ..£!!., P• 330. 
2L. c. :Pressey and 11. E. Elam, 11The Fundamental Vocabulary 
of Elementary Arithmetic", E lementary School Journal, 33:50, 
September, 1932• 
Again quoting Wilson, "The academic tendency in mathematics 
dates back centuries. It descends directly from the geometry 
and leisure-time mathematics of GreeJt Aristocracy. !!!his tend. en-
cy flourished in the m'Onasterie s anl other centers of learning 
d.uxing the Middle Ages. The theoretical problems and puzz.les of 
arithmetic oonsurmd the long evenings in the days when telephones, 
radios and movies were unknown. The hare and hound problems and 
other puzzle type problems of' the older s:rithmetics are a direct 
descendent of this academic leisure. In t i me it completely en-
gulfed the vvritten problem work of school texts and it continues 
·in essential spirit t cxlay, being justified by some wri t ters on 
the basis of mental discipline or vicarious race erperience.n1 
To quote the sarre authority further, "Adults figure only 
whe n confronted vn th real situations growing out of intimate 
f:irst hand expel~ience. Their figuring is motivated by purposes. 
Why should. children not be.ve the sane opportunity. n Re s a ys that 
arithmetic should. be taught as a tool, the handmaid of business 
just as reading is taught as a tool, the handmaid of l.ite r ature, 
the world of letters. " What we want tbrough problem units is tbe 
extension of child e:xperience in the world of business ana_ the 
gradual development of' bUS:iness judgment. Already it is happening 
in some schools, it must gradually prevail in all. n2 
lGuy M. Wilson, neriteria of· the Wr-itten Problem In Arithrre ticn, 
Education 54:45l , April 1934. 
2 . 
Ibid., p. 459. 
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A similar point of view is offered by Thiele, "The psychology 
of meaningful teaching suggests that textbo.oks and courses o:f 
study should not contain rules and explanations but instead direc-
t ions for acti7it ies With questions and suggestions to guide and. 
an children in generalized thinking. Teaching w:i. th such text-
books and courses of stw.y will raise new p:r·oblems sone of which 
appear to be: 
1. Grade placement of t epics of arithmetic Will be 
governed by the ability of children to comprehend. 
2. Materials Will have to be brought into the class-
room from the manipulation of Which children \'llill 
have basic experiences which in turn will be des-
cribed With numbers. 
3. The chief concern of the teacher anl too treasure 
of her success will be centered in the manner in 
i s 
which thinkin£1stimulated and guided.nl 
In the sane vein, Burch says, "Teachers tend to think that 
all problems are put into t he text far the pur:p ose of helping 
pupils learn to ap:PlY oomputati ·onal skills in situations they 
must meet in life. Actually a text book problem should be con-
sidered as an eX'_t)erience which enables tbe child to identify t he 
grouping structure of tm quantitative situation and. gives him 
an opportunity to learn the process which should. be used for that 
gr-ouping situation. n2 He continues by saying "textbook problems 
lc. L. Thiele, "From Concrete Experience To Higher :Mental l?ro- . 
cesses of Arithmetic" Education, 61:480, April, 1941. 
2Robert L. Burch~ ~· cit., p. 28. 
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also serve other purposes; they prov:id.e the setting for introduc-
ing new aspects; they are sometimes used to impress pupils 'With 
the need far a new procedure; they often serve to provide drill 
material for a newly taught step; finally they are frequent1y 
uti.lized for review and testing purposes."l 
Summary 
Research and experimentation have proved to us that t cxiay 
there is definitely a need for a planned systematic program of 
arithmetic teaching which should be used in conjunction With 
many functional problem units and incidental learning. No one 
of these tl:tree plans for teaching aritb.Iootic is goc:d if used 
alone, yet each is vital toward providing a full and enriched 
progTam for teaching aritlmetic in the elementary school. 
Drill is a necessary factO+· in our program but only after 
.. 
understanding has been assured. 
Arithmetic problems built ar·ound real life situations Will 
best develop understand.ing and feeling for quantity. 
There is a place fcm· textbook problems but we must remember 
that in ot~ other curricular areas there are a wealth of quantita-
tive situations which should be used to help to develop a real 
understanding of number and its social significance. 
libid., 29. 
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Chapter III 
:PROCEDURE 
In order to gather current data Which could be used as a 
basis upon which to build arithmetic :problems about Hew England, 
the writer consulted the Development Commissions of each of the 
New England states and the New England Council. 
A great deal of current literature about New England was re-
ceived from each of these sources. The titles of all literature 
used are recorded at the end of chapter four. 
In addition to these materials, the section on New England 
in the fifth-grade social studies text, entitled The :i:lew World 
and its Growth by Meyer and Hamer published by Follett :Publish-
ing Co., in 1948, was used. 
Each article was carefully read and any situation which 
seemed of value for providing children with a quantitative back-
ground of New England was recorded. 
In assembling data a file was kept in which each statement 
was filed on a 3" x 5" card under the title of its source. 
For example: 
~11 over half of all the small-s;rms 
ammunition c~nes from Connecticut plants, 
in war and peace. 
_, 
24. 
This card was filed under Connecticut Resources Bulletin-
lJianufactur in_g ~· In this pamphlet no page numbers were avail-
able. However, where page numbers were given in other pamphlets 
they were recorded in the left-hand · corner of the card. 
After all the literature available had been read and the 
quantitative statements had been chosen and filed as above, the 
same cards were refiled in the following manner. Each source 
used was given a cede figure such as a letter of the alphabet or 
a Roman Numeral. Then each card was given the proper code number. 
For example: 
v 
Viell over half of all the smll-arms ammuni-
tion comes from Connecticut plants, in war and 
peace. 
The letter V was used to represent the article, Connecti-
cut Resources Bulletin Manufacturing - 1950. Therefore the 
let t er V was placed in the right hand corner of the card. The 
next step consisted in filing each card under one of the follow-
ing topics. 
l~ew England Industry 
Hew England Agrieul ture 
Hew England Population 
New England Trade and Transportation 
New England Tourist Indus try 
25. 
Nev-r Engl and Physica l Fe a t ures 
New Engl and Forest s and Fore st Products 
Nei>J Engl and_ Recr ea tion 
New Engl and Hi storica l Fa cts 
P1 t er t h i s second f i ling system had been arranged t he cards 
were i nspected carefully to s ee which s ituation s would be suit-
able mat er ial for arithmetic proble ms. As t he problems tvere 
compo se d t hey vJ ere clipped to t he car d which gave t he corr e-
sp onding quantit ative situation. 
When t he problems had been developed t hey were ar ranged 
a s t hey are in chapter four . Beside each probl em the code 
fi gure which names its source an d the page number, 'tvhen ava il-
able, a re given. 
At the end of t he proble ms t here is a t able whlch s hows 
t he processes and types of quantit a tive t hinki ng re quired for 
t heir solution . A chart interpreting t he code fi gure s is a l s o 
given . 
It was decided to recor d t he problems based on the fifth-
gr ade text book separ a tely since . t he other mat erials f a ll under 
t he ca te gory of supplement ar y materials v.rhich are not published 
fo r cl2ssro om u se i n particular, a s s chool text books are. 
The ari thmetic proce s ses to be use d in mo st instan ces f a ll 
under · t he pres cr i bed cour s e of study for most f i f t h- gr ades. No 
a t t emnt was made to fit the problems to meet all t he ne eds of 
such a pro gram , a lthough t he cour se of st udy for Have rhill Schools 
·was con sul ted . In s ome in st an ce s t he proble ms may be above or 
belovJ the level of gr ade f i ve . Ho1r1ever it was felt t hat t he 
26 . 
proble ms should be used a s a source of materia ls to be dr ruvn from 
r a t her t han to be u sed as a co mplete unit. In tha t l•!ay t he 
more difficult problems coul d be used a s a challenge for t he super-
ior child while other problems would better suit t he needs of t he 
average and slm·I child. 
27. 
Chapter IV 
l'·'I any of the problems in Chapte:c :four are r·elate d the b etter 
to encourag e various aspects of quantitative think ing :from s i mi-
lar social studies :f a cts . They are plEmned. :for periodic use 
rather thsn for use in any particular order . 
Source o f quantitative Situations: 
1Ieyer, J . G. and Harner , 0 . Stuart , Th e Ne1v ~-.Jorl d and Its Gro•·rth 
Chi ca.so : Follett Publishing Co ., 1948 . 
General Pa g e 
. 1 . In the northeas t the climate is severe . A severe cl imate 124 
is a 
a) cool climate . 
b) very cold c l imate . 
c) :r·ather 1:.rar m climate. 
2. Hev T'nr:·:J and Ninters are long and cold . A long Ne1·1 En gland 12L~ 
-uinter l>JOuld be 
a) t hree months . 
b) f ive mont h s . 
c) ten rnonth s . 
3 . In -''eu En gland, e ven in sucnner, the temperature does no t 126 
rise to o b.igh :for comfoi .. t . This means t h at ve r-y seldom 
t he temperature ~oes above 
a ) 5o de c-:rees . 
b ) 100 de~·rees . 
c ) eo c1 e gr e e s . 
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4. If there are 30 days in an average month and snow and ice 
cover Nev.r England from December through most of l.fecrch it 
means tha t vJe have sno1o-1 about 
a ) 120 days. 
b) 160 days. 
c) 200 days. 
Early Ne-v; England 
29. 
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5. The Pilgrims sta rted their voyage to t h e NNl i'vorld in 1620. 126 
Hov-1 many years ago 1~ras it l a st S'eptember? 
6. Since the start was made at the end of Sep t ember <:md nine 127 
11eeks later s i gns of land w·ere seen, this would have been 
e.t some time in 
a ) December. 
b) November. 
c) October. 
7. I n December of 1620 the Mayflower landed at Plymout h . Ho~r 127 
many years ago t.;as this? 
8 . After they l anded an e x:_oloring party of Pilgrims set out to 127 
find a suitable nlace to settle. They trudged m<:my miles 
and had several narrow escap~s from the I ndians. Many miles 
would be close s t to 
a ) 5 mile s. 
b ) 20 miles. 
c) 200 miles. 
• 
9. Among t he 101 passengers on the !'4ayflovJer there 1-.rere 31 
chilciren. Hmv many adults "THere there? 
30. 
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lO.The Pilgrims encount ered much stor·my wee.ther on their voy- 127 
age. Much stormy we a ther in a period of nine weeks would 
me an 
a ) one or t wo days. 
b ) four or five days. 
c) fifteen or t wenty day s. 
ll.It took the Pilgrims a little more t han t wo months to cross 127 
the Atlantic Ocean. Now it t akes the fa s te st steamers only 
four de.ys. Since t here are about 3 0 cl ays in a month about 
hovr many more days di d t he Pi l grims t ake to cross the 
ocean than one of t hese very fa s t steamers? 
12. The f ii•st 1r1inter on t he Nel-v England shore via s severe and 1 28 
cruel. Foo d_ vJas sce.rce. Thi s me ans t hat 
a) t here was very little food. 
b ) t here was a grea t dea l of food . 
c) food was expensive. 
13. Samoset a h ray s remained a true friend. of the l'l"hite me.n. 128 
This means t hat 
a ) he ltJas never frien dly. 
b) he via s friendly at times. 
c) he ,,_re.s friendly a t all times. 
1 4 . Without t he ri ght kind of foo d_ and shelter many of t he 128 
colonists became sick . By spring half of their number 
hao_ died. This mean s t hat 
a) about as many 1-.rere dead a s 1•.rere alive. 
31. 
b) about one third of the people were left. Page 
c) about one fourth of their number were alive. 
15. Despite these hardships the Pilgrims succeeded in building 128 
8 . number of lo g houses. A number of log house s 1,wuld be 
a) several. 
b) a fevr. 
c) hundreds. 
16 . The Pilgrims sat'.T fevJ Indians the first vJint er. This mee.ns 129 
that they se.liJ 
a) not many. 
b) a ~Teat number. 
c) some Indians every day. 
17. Throughout the summer the Pilgr i ms pro~pered. The second 129 
vlinter V<:as easier than the first. Throughout the summer 
means 
a) all summer. 
b) most of the summer. 
c) part of the summer. 
18 . The Pilgrim and Indian leaders smoked 11 the pipe of pea ce" 129 
as a pledge to live together in perpetual friendship. 
This a.gree ment was lcept for more than fifty years. Hore 
than fifty years means 
a ) less than 100 but more than 30. 
b ) less than 100 but not less than 50. 
c) less than 100 but not over 20. 
• 
191 Perpetual friendship means 
a) continuing friendship. 
b) long l as ting friendship. 
c) brief friendsh ip. 
32. 
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20. I n 1 630 , ten years after t he Pil grims l ancLed , more t han 131 
a t housand Puritans set out for the new world . How long 
a go did the Puritans set out for knerica? 
21. More than a thous and written in fi gures would be close s t 131 
to 
a) 201. 
b) 0100. 
c) 1060. 
22. The Puritans first stopped at Salem, a fur-tr ading post 131 
about fifty miles north of Plymouth. Fifty miles is 
about as far a s 
' 
a) from Haverhill to Boston. 
b) from Haverhill to La1-rrence. 
c) from Haverhill to Netv York. 
23. The Puritans found several good locat ions for new settle- 131 
menta-. This means that they found 
a) a few. 
b) one or t1...r o. 
c) hundrecLs. 
24. Over 200 Puritans died of sic~nes s and st arvRtion during 131 
t he first 1.;inter. If 1000 Purl t ans settled in Iv!assachusett s 
Bay Colony the first year, hovT many vJere left? 
33. 
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25 . Each settler 'tias given t1·1enty acres of farmin g l e.nc1 and a 
home site inthe village. This is about the size of 
a ) Haverhill. 
b) the Tilton School playgx·ounds. 
c) t he Mount Washington district. 
26 . If t here are 640 acres in a sauare mile ho~J" many settlers 132 
could receive 2 0 acres from one sque.re mile? 
27 . If t here are 160 s auare rods in an a cre h o1<-r many square 132 
rods would be in 20 a cres? 
28. If 1600 9eople CB.me to the Massachusetts Bay Colony 1•ri th- 132 
in t hirteen years what was the average number of settlers 
v-rho came to t h e colony each year? 
29. If twenty towns 1ere founded during the first ten years of 132 
t h e Massachusetts Bay Colony 'Hhat 1.-.ras the average number 
of towns founded each year? 
30 . In 1638 Anne Hutchinson founded the colony of Portsmouth . 1 35 
Hm..r many years ago was this? 
31. To the west of New Hampshire is a vast hilly region. 
Running north and south through this region is a chain of 
mountains. Vast means 
a ) very l a r ge. 
b) very high. 
c) irregular. 
136 
32. Som~ of t he larger fishing and fur-trading st ations grew 136 
into permanent settlements. Permanent settlements were 
34 . 
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settlements 1·1hich 
a ) remained . 
b) were extreQely large. 
c) 'tvere temporar y . 
33 . Engli sh f ishermen had vi sited t he coast north of l•!assa- 136 
chusett s end found scores of i nlet s and sheltered bays~ 
A score of inlets is 
a ) one hundred inlets. 
b) t wenty inlets. 
c) one thousand inlets. 
34. In 1675, King Philip made a fierce attack on t he colo-
35. 
nies. A terrible \~~T ar began. 2000 white pe r sons and 
6000 I ncl.i ans v.Jere killed . The tot a l number killed tvould 
be 1:1h a t part of Haverhill' s 48,000 population? 
a) 1/2. 
b) 1/6. 
c) 1/4. 
If t he Pilgrims landed at Plymouth in 1620 how many ye.ars 
pas sed before Ki ng Ph illip's attack in 1675? 
1 37 
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36. For many years fur- trading vms very profit a bl e. This me ant 138 
t hat furs 
a) brought a great dea l of money. 
b) were hard to get. 
c) were very beautiful. 
37. For many years candle s macLe f r om t h e fat of vJhal es a nd 
l amps fille d 'tvith 1"'hale oi l 1-'Jere use d to li ght home s in 
Europ e and America . Th e .demand fo r wha le :f a t and oil 
Has grea t and t h e price i·.ra s hi gh . This me a n s t hat 
a ) fe'ltv p eop le bought oil and f a t "t.·Jh ich ·Jas e x-
pen s ive. 
b) many people bough t oil ancl f a t ana. pai d a 
grea t de a l for it. 
c) fe~J p eop le bought oil and f a t 1,vhi ch i'las 
ch eap . 
38 . Ce r t a i n enterpr i s ing men of t h e Ne1r1 Engl and tmm s foun d 
t hat l a r ge pro f its ·Here to b e made by handling t h e trade 
be t we en the col on i st s a nd other countries. By profit s 
vias me ant 
a ) t h e mon e y received from t he other count r ies. 
b) t h e mone y in addition to t h e origina l co s t of 
t he product. 
c) t h e mon e y char ged t h e other coun t r ies for t h e 
;Jroclu ct. 
39 . The f i sh ermen ~ whalers and traders had need f or many 
s h i ps . The n ee CJ. for many ships me e.nt an opportunity for 
a ) t he building of a few shi p s. 
b ) a gre a t d e a l of shipb u i lding . 
c) very little s hipbuild i ng . 
40. Abundant fore s t s "t.·J e r e e ver:;r'>Ihere in early Ne1'1 Engl and . 
Thi s mean s t hat t h ere were 
35. 
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42 . 
a) fe1.v forests. 
b) a great many forest s . 
c) several forests. 
For many ye c.trs half of t he country's shipbuilding l•.ras done 
i n lvia ine. Hal f of t he country ' s shipbuilding is 
a) more t han 1/4 but less t han 2/3. 
b) more tha n 3/4 but less than 2/4. 
c) more t han l/4 but less tha..Yl 1/3. 
In some of the frontier homes t he kitchen 1r1as used also 
as a dining room, living room and be dr oom. Their k itch-
en s 1-1ere used 
a ) for more purposes than today. 
b) on fewer occas i on s t han today . 
c) about as often as to day . 
Page 
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43. Butter 1tJas made by pouring cream into t a ll l·JOoden or e arth- 141 
envmre churns and plunging t he c1E.sher up anc1 dmm until t h e 
tiny p<:irticles of butter f a.t collected into lump s. To make 
butter today it t akes 
a) more time. 
b) less time. 
c) about the s ~me lengt h of time. 
44 . The t a.vern vias a common meeting place for those vrho liked 144 
to di scu ss pol itics and questions of t h e day. This vJould 
be a pla ce where 
a ) one or t wo people collected. 
b) many people collected . 
c) a few peop le collected . 
45. i.'Te go to school 5 hours a day 5 day s a vJeek . Colonia l 
ch ildren vrent to school 9 hours a day 6 day s a -vree k . 
How many more h ours of sch ool per 't·reek di d t hey have t han 
'tv e do? 
3.?. 
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46. Colo ni al children s t arted school a t s even o'clock in t he 145 
morn i ng and continued until five o'clock in t he a ftern oon. 
If t hey had an hour f or lun ch how long wer e t hey in 
s ch ool? 
a ) 5 . hours. 
b ) 10 hours. 
c) 9 gour s. 
47 . I f colonial c hildr en went to school si x days a week f or 
40 11eeks, h mrl many day s di d t hey go to school in all? 
48 . We go to schoo l 5 day s a week fo r about 40 wee ks . How 
many days l ess of school do vr e have t han t h e coloni al 
chi ldren? 
49 . On so me 11 mu ch t raveled r oads 11 carria ge s ano_ passengers 
cros s ed t he rivers on f erryboa t s . Ferryboa t s were u s ed 
where t he r e 1-.;rere 
a ) many t ravelers. 
b ) few ,traveler s . 
c) one or t wo t ravel ers. 
50 . There were few carri age s i n t he earl y colonia l days be-
cause t hey wer e too expensive and t he road s vJe r e too 
.rough . Th i s me ant t hat carri a ges i n t he earl y coloni al 
145 
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CLays 1·1ere 
a) great in number 
b) as fre quently seen as today 1 s automobiles. 
c) seldom used. 
New England Today 
51. During its three centuries of existence Boston has grown 146 
from a tiny colony to a great city of t all building s c:md 
busy cLocks. Three centux·ie s is e qual to 
a ) 150 years. 
b) 1000 years . 
c) 300 years. 
52. HP..rvard we.s founaed in 1636 , 'tvhen Boston "t...ras only six 146 
years old. Hm·1 many years ago 't·Jas Boston founded? 
53 . Greater Bo ston i s famous for it s many colle ges and uni- 146 
versi ties. · This means tha.t Boston ha.s about 
a) 15 colle ges end universities 
b) ·50 colle ges and universities 
c) 200 colleges and universities 
54. The Olcl St ate House was built i n 1?13. How many years 
has it been standing ? 
55. One of the old est bui l ding s in Boston is Faneuil Hall. 
It 1ve.s built. in 1742. About ho't'.r old is Faneuil Hall to-
day '? 
147 
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56. Iv!any raH materials ·co rr..e to Boston and a variety of 
manufactured products leave. A ve.riety of manufa ctur-
ed produ cts mean 
a) many different kinds of products. 
b) many of the same kind s of product.s. 
c) many similar products. 
57. In 1 846 a. machine 1Hhich could -s-et·! 1:·Jas invented by 
Elias Howe. How long ago wa s this? 
5 8 . In colonial tirre s every home had its spinning 'toJheel. 
They could spin only a single thread at a time. Today 
thread is spun in a f a.ctory 
a ) t 1-v ice as f ast. 
b) four times as f a st. 
c) many times fas ter. 
59. New England was the first re gion in our country to be-
gin manufacturing on a large scale. To manufacture on a 
iliarge scctle is 
a) to ma ke a fevl pro ducts. 
b) to make a little of many things . 
c) to make a great many products. 
60. Before shoes are mac1e t he bides must be t anned in huge 
v ats of' acid. A huge vat is 
a) as large a s the school house. 
b) as l arge a s the school boiler in the engine 
room. 
c) a s l a r ge as a water pail. 
i39. 
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61. Altogether the hundrects of shoe , cotton, woolen , silk, 
rubber cmd other f e.ctories use thousa nd s and t h ous a nd s 
of d ifferent typ e s of machines. Expre ssec1 in fi gures 
this would be ne a rest to 
a ) 2000 . 
b) 20,000 . 
c) 0430 . 
40. 
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62. \·Te have learned tha t a hundred or mor e different mach ine s 152 
63 . 
64 . 
are used to ma ke one pa ir of shoes . Expressect in fi gures 
t h is would be close to 
a ) as many ch i ldren as can be seated in our room. 
b ) as man y children as c ;om b e sea ted in our audi -
torium. 
c) as many children as could be seated in t h e prin-
cipal's office. 
Carding is a process of co mbing t h e fibers of "[;JOOl ape.rt 
anc1 stra i ghtening t h em into continuous fla t bands. Conti-
nuous ba nds are bands 'tvhich s eem to be 
a ) r at her short. 
b) about 20 feet long . 
c) never ending . 
Uith t h e coming of the f a cto r ie s , t h e New Engl and t ovms 
b egan to grovl rap i dly ' in size . To grm-v rapidly i s to 
grovJ in fiv e years 
a ) fro m 100 to 300 p eople. 
b ) from 100 to 150 p eople. 
1 52 
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c) from 100 to 1000 people. 
65 . At first New England f armers r a ised a l mos t every k i nd of 1 53 
crop needed by themselves and their comnunities. Almost 
means t hat the y raised 
a) vrhatever t hey needed. 
b) all but a few of the crops t hey needed. 
c) a small quantity of '~Hhat t hey needed . 
66 . Growt h in popul a tion continued to increase until toctay 
more than 9 out of every 10 people in t he Boston area 
live in town and cities. Nine out of every ten people 
'tvould. be hov.T many out of 300? 
67. The Bo ston Fish Pier is t he l a r ge st of its kind in t he 154 
world . From end to end it is nearly one -qu ·arter of a 
mile long . In wi dth it is 300 f eet. If a mile has 
5280 feet~ how many feet long is t h e Boston Fish Pier? 
68 . Hmr d oes t he length of the pier compare viith it s v-.r i c1t h '? 154 
a ) shorter. 
b) longer. 
c) t he same. 
69 . At t he end of the Bos ton Fi sh Pier near shore it an en- 154 
ormous freezin g st ation vvhere t he fish are kep t until t hey 
ar e sold . An enormous freezin g st ation is 
a ) l e r ge. 
b ) ouit e small. 
c) huge. 
70. At t he end of t he p ier i s the exchange v.rhere vJholesale 
dealer s buy and sell fish by the boatload . This is to 
buy and sel l 
a ) in small a_uantities. 
b ) i n grea t q_utmtit ies. 
c) in medium quantities. 
7 :t .Boats by t he hundrec1s come to Boston's gr eat fish p ier 
"rith cargoes of freshly caught fish. Boats by the hun-
dreds e xpressed in fi gures is ne t=.rest to 
a ) 700. 
b) 7000 . 
c) 070. 
Pc:_ge 
154 
154 
72 . Sometimes t he d ock s of t he Boston f ish pier are s o crow- 154 
ded 1.vith little boats that t h ey mus t tie up several 
abreas t. Sever al abreatt means 
a ) 5 or 6 boats lined up one behind t he other. 
b) 5 or 6 boats bes i de each other. 
c) 5 or 6 bo ats, one before t he other. 
73. Very feTtl kinds of foo c1 are produced in this re gion in 
sufficient quantities to supply t he home mar ket. This 
means tha t for t he horne markets there is 
a) not enough food. 
b) more than enough food. 
c) j u s t about enough food. 
154 
4·3. 
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74 . As more and more tm'lln people found employment in factories 154 
and shops, t hey gradually gave up their ovm gardens. Th is 
means tha t with t h e be ginning of factories t here were 
a ) more small farms. 
b ) fe1ver small f a r ms. 
c) about the s ame number of small f arms . 
75. All the way fr om J..1 c>.ssachusett s to Ne'l'!lfoundland there e.r e fish- 1 54 
ing boats lying 150 to 500 miles off t he coas t. If Bos ton 
76. 
is 30 miles from Haverhill, 150 miles off t he coast is about 
a ) 5 times as f ar a s Boston is from Haverhill. 
b) 3 times a s fa.r as Boston is from Haverhill . 
c.) 8 times a s f ar a s Boston is fro m Haverhill. 
An old fisherman tells us t hat every morning he goe s out Cl 
mile or t tvo from t he shore i n a s mall boat to fish . If t here 
a re 5, 280 feet i n a mi l e, hm·J many f eet 1-.roulcl t v10 mi les 
from shore be ? 
155 
77. In l ar ge nets he ca tches mackerel and Herring ~rrhi ch sl'll i m in 155 
schools ne ar the surface of t he water. When f i sh a re found 
swimming in schools t here are 
a ) a few fish. 
b) many fisb.. 
c) severa l fish. 
78 . If a lobster fisherman catches about 100 lobsters in a s i ng- 155 
le day , how many l obsters doe s he catch in a week if he 
works every day but Sunday ? 
79. If 50 barrels of fish were pulled into a boat by nets 
twice a day this means that in six days one boat would 
bring in how many barrels of ~ish? 
80. For every ton of fish, one ton of ice is added to keep 
the fish fresh. A ton of fish would weigh about 
a) 100 pounds. 
b) 2000 pounds. 
c) 20,000 pounds. 
81. For a long time more than half the lumber used in the 
United States came from the highlands of Western hassa-
chusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire and part of Maine. If 
more than half of the United States lumber came from 
the~e regions this means 
a) these regions were valuable lumber regions. 
b) these regions were fairly important. 
c) these regions were not considered important. 
82. Every year thousands of motor boats, fishing schooners, 
pleasure yachts, sailboats and other small craft are 
built of wood. Thousands written in figures would be 
closest to 
a) 100,000. 
b} 0100. 
c) 10,000. 
83. Mount V~shingt on is over 6, 000 feet high and is the 
highest of the eighty-six peaks in the White Mountains 
44. 
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of New Hampshire. 1~itten in words 6000 would be 
a} six thousand. 
b) six hundred. 
c) sixty thousand. 
84. Wor cester is the seconl largest city in Massachusetts. 
If Worcester has an area of 1,532 square miles, the 
largest city in Massachusetts is 
a) mor e than 1, 532 
b) less than 1,532 
c) about 1,532 
85. :Providence. is a city of more than 250,000 people. 
V'aitten in words this would be 
a) two hundred fifty thousand people. 
b) two million, five hundred thousand people. 
c) two hundred fi fty million people. 
86. Rhode Island is tbe smallest state in our country. It 
is thirty-six miles w1de and forty-eight miles long. 
This rre ans that all other states in New England are 
a) less than thirty-six miles wide and forty-eight 
miles long. 
b) more than thirty-six miles wide and forty -eight 
miles long. 
87. Rhode Island has on the average 640 inhabitants to the 
square mile. If this is about fifteen times the 
average for our country as a whole, what would the 
average number be? 
45. 
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PROCESSES USED IN PROBLEM SOLVING 
MUltipli-
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5 
7 
9 
ll 
20 
24 
30 
35 
45 
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55 
57 
Problem 
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11 
27 
45 
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48 
66 
76 
78 
79 
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26 
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1 60 
2 61 
3 62 
4 63 
6 64 
8 65 
10 68 
12 69 
13 70 
14 71 
15 72 
16 73 
17 74 
18. 75 
19 77 
22 80 
23 81 
25 82 
31 84 
32 86 
33 
34 
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38 
3.9 
40 
41 
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. 43 
44 
46 
49 
50 
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53 
56 
58 
59 
Reading 
and 
Writing 
Numbers 
Problem 
Number 
21 
83 
85 
46. 
The following problems are based on quantitat i 7e 
s i tuati ons described in current literature on .:Ne vv Engl and. 
Bes ide each problem the coie figure which names t he source 
of the facts used and the page number, vmen available are 
given . On pages 143, 144 and 145 a chart int erp reting 
the coie figures is given. 
New E ngland Industry 
1. NewEngland has a concentrated consumer market of 
9,300,000 people. vlt'itten in words this would be 
a) ninety-t~~ee thousand. 
b) nine mill i on, three hundred thousand. 
c) ninety-three billion. 
X 2. lJewEngland bas ab out 3,189,000 people e nr.fl loyed on 
non-agricultural jobs. If 1, 337,000 of this number 
are in manufacturing what number are in some other 
type of work? 
X 3. The number of pe o:ple employed in the textile indus-
try dropped from 478,300 in 1919 to 289,000 in 1939. 
If t~ number in Haverhill dropped from 3000 to 
2000 was the drop greater or less than in 1:1ev1 3 n g-
l and as a whole? 
X 4. The number of people empl oyed in the textile indus -
try in 1919 was 478,300. In 19 49 it dropped to 
244,400. This would be clos e to 
47 . 
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Q 6 
Q 6 
a) half the number working in 1919. 
b) one-fourth of the number VJO:r·king in 1919. 
c) one-third of the number working in 1919. 
5. In tbe shoe and leatbe1· industry tbe number of people 
wor king dropp ed from 158,200 in 1919 to 119,000 in 
1939. How great was the difference between t he num-
ber employed in these two years? 
6. In 1949 about 104,800 p eOple v-.rere v1orking in the shoe 
industry. If about 3000 of this numbe::c work in Haver-
hil l YJ'!l at part of the :New England shoe industry is 
located in our eity? 
a) l/3 
b) 1/35 
c) 1/300 
48 . 
ource :Page 
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7. The number of people e~loyed in lumber ard timber pro- 6f7 
ducts in 1919 was 48,300. By 1939 there was only about 
one-half that number of peop l e employed. · bout how 
many people were working in this indust r y in 1939? 
X 8 . The number of people working in the printing and pub-
lishing industry increased from 43,400 in 1919 to 
51,000 in 1949. How gTeat was this in01·ease? 
X 9. In 1919 the clothing industry employed 47,900 wor kers. 
In 1949 the number of wor kers. had increased to 75,300. 
If the total number of people in our city is 48,000 
/ 
Q 7 
7 
49. 
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which number is nearest our total number of people? 
lO.The electrical machinery industry is our fastest 
growing major industry. In 1919 it gave work to 
50,700 people. In 1949 an average of 103,700 people 
were employed. For eve·ry one pars on employed in 
1919 
a) four were employed in 1949. 
b) two were employed in 1949. 
c) ten \~re employed in 1949~ 
Q 
X ll.New England has about 121,-888 retail stores. Of these U 35 
59,217 are in Massachusetts 
13,445 are in Maine 
7,435 are in New Hampshire 
5,423 are in Vermont 
10,485 are in Rhode Island 
25,875 are in Connecticut 
Which state has the greatest number of retail stores? 
Which state has the smallest number of retail stores? 
What is the difference between the greatest and small-
est numba- of retail stores? 
12.In a normal year mare . than four hundred million pounds R 39 
of fish are taken by New England fishermen. Written 
in figures four hundred million would be 
a) 400,000,000. 
b) 040,000,000. 
c) 40,000,000. 
13. The New England pulp and paper mills use over two 
---- ----
_ ____ -! ... 
R 43 
X .14. 
million cords of pulpwood each year. This is about 
half of the pulpwood of the whole country. How 
much. does the whole country have? 
If two-thirds of the New England paper industries 
are engaged in the manufacture of paper, what part 
is not? 
15. There are three 'types of printing and publishing 
companies in the New England area. If book and 
job printing represent about forty per cent of the 
NewEngland printing industry, What per cent repre-
sents the other part? 
16. In 1940 the total value of mineral products in New 
Engl~nd was about $ 25,400,000. Written in words 
this would be 
a) twenty-five million, four hundred 
thousand dollars. 
b) two billion, five hundred four 
thousand dollars. 
c) twenty-five hundred four hundred 
thousand dollars. 
X 17. The value of boot and shoe production in Massachu-
setts amounts to 191 million dollars each year, 
while in Maine and New Hampshire it amounts to 
about 50 million dolla.rs each. If Haverhill pro-
duces about 35 million dollars worth of shoes each 
50 . 
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R 44 
R 45 
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R 28 
year what part of the total of boot and shoe pro-
duction of Massachusetts is this? 
18. If New England makes 36 per cent of the nation 1 a 
leather boots and shoes what per cent is made by 
the rest of the nation? 
19. The mills and factories of the six NewEngland 
states are important, for more than one-third of 
all those who are employed work in the region's 
15,570 manufacturing and mechanical ~atablishments. 
15,570 written in words would be 
a) fifteen hundred, five hundr ed seven. 
b) fifteen thousand, five hundred seventy. 
o) fifteen t hons and , fifty-seven hundred. 
20. A study of construction wor.k in New England shows 
that in 1940 the value of all work done amounted to 
;jp325, 286,000. Vlritten in words this would be 
a) three hundred twenty-five million, two 
hundred eighty-six t housand dollars. 
b) three hundred twenty-five billion, two 
hundred eighty-six million dollars. 
c) three million, two hundred fif'ty-two 
thousand, eighty-six hundred dollars. 
21. In 1940 the value of New England's mining prod. ucts 
was $25,460,000. Written in words this would be 
a) two hundred fifty-four million, six 
51. 
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R 28 
R 20 
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52 . 
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hundred thousand dollars. 
b) twenty-five million four hundred 
sixty thousand dollars. 
c) two billion, five hundred forty-six 
million dollars. 
d) twenty-five million four hundred · 
sixty thousand dollars. 
X 22. In normal years the value of products manufactured in R 18' 
New England mills and factories totals about 
$4,891,660,000. If each of the six New England states 
averaged an equal amount of manufactured goods about 
how much would this be? 
X 23. If there are 350 lines of manufacturing in the United R 17 
States and 221 of these are carried on in New England, 
how many are not carried on here? 
24. By 1828 a complete woolen f actory equipped with card- R 12 
ing, spining and weaving machinery, all run by water 
power was established. How many years ago was this? 
25. By 1641 rope making had begun. How many years was 
this after Haverhill was first settled in ·1640? 
X 26. By 1641 the colonists were making linen and cotton 
cloth. Row long ago was this? 
27. New England employs about 11 per cent of the coun-
try's industrial workers. This means that what per 
cent are employed elsewhere? 
R 11 
R lJ. 
. R 5 
28. Since New England is the source of 90 per cent of 
the total United States catch of cod, haddock, 
mackeral, swordfish, lobsters and other important 
sea foods, what per cent is caught elsewhere in the 
United States? 
X 29. Fish formed an important part of· the diet of the 
first settlers. Before the revolution, more than 
10,000 men were engaged in fishing. This would be 
a) more than 10,000 but leas than 11,000. 
b) more than 15,000 but less than 20,000. 
o) more than 7,000 but less than 9,000. 
Souroe 
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30. Most of the sea fishing areas are Within two hun:lred S 23 
miles of Boston. Two hundred miles is about as far 
as from Haverhill to 
a) Boston 
b) New York 
o) Washington. 
31. About 20,000 workers are employed in oatohing, oann- S 24 
ing ani preparing sardines. In 1944 four hund.red 
million oans were produced. This would average about 
how many cans per month for a year? 
X 32. written in figures 20,000 would be 
a) twenty hundred thousand 
b) two hundred thousand 
o) twenty thousand. 
s 24 
X 33. 
34. 
Source 
It is estimated that about 850,000 bushels of soft 
and hard clams are dug each year. If there are four 
pecks in a bushel and eight quarts in a peck hoVI 
many pecks of clams are dug? How many quarts? 
The d isoovery of petroleum in Pennsylvania in 1857 
spelled the doom of the New England whaling industry. 
How long ago was this? 
s 
u 
X 35. If tbe wbaling period lasted for 150 years and ended U 
in 1869, when did it begin? 
New England Industry 
Connecticut · 
54 . 
Page 
24 
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36. In 1940 the total number of persons employed in Conn- V- 12 
eoticut was 703,000. By 1950 the ~umber employed had 
increased by 171,000. About how many people were em-
ployed in Connecticut in 1950? 
37. Retail trade in Connecticut during 1950 furnished 
wor-k for over 75,00~ men and women. V'lritten in 
words 75,000 would be 
a) seven million five hundred thousand. 
b} seventy-five million. 
c) seventy-f'ive thousand. 
38. Connecticut has continued to grow as a principal 
center of the country's insurance industry. To-day 
v- 12 
V- 11 
55. 
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the insurance companies of the state provide direct 
employment for 24,000 persons-. If the total popu-
lation of Haverhill is 4.8,000, this number equals 
a) twenty-four hundred. a) half the 
total population of Haverhill. 
b) twenty-faux thousand. b} twice the 
total population of Haverhill. 
c) two million four hundred. c) ten times 
the t .otal population of Haverhill. 
39. To-day Connecticut has more than twice as much of ita V- 10 
population in manufacturing than the country as a 
whole. This means that to-day Con11ecticut has 
a) over two times as much of its popula-
tion in manufacturing. 
b) over half of its population in manu-
facturing. 
40. In 1947 the manufacturers of Connecticut spent 
$116,000,000 for new plants and equipment. Of this 
amount $83,000,000 was for new equipment. The rest 
was for new plants. Row much was spent for new 
plants? 
41. From 1850 to 1900 Connecticut's population in-
creased by 145% while its industrial employment ex-
panded by 248%. This was a period of how many years? 
42. By 1850 there were more than 50,000 persons working 
V- 4 
v- 2 
v- 2 
56. 
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in Connecticut's factories and the state had earned 
the right to the name, ".Arsenal of the Nat ion". 
About how long ago was this? 
43. Nail mills which not only supplied the colonists but V- 2 
did a considerable export business as well were es-
tablished in Connecticut as early as 1716. About how 
long ago was this? 
44. Connecticut leads all the states in the production of V 
ball bearings, which are vital in mOdern machines. 
This means that Connecticut is 
a) first in the production of ball bearings. 
b) fast in the production of ball bearings~ 
c) best in the production of ball bearings. 
45. Several large plants in Connecticut produce a large V 
proportion of America's rubber footwear. This means 
that in Connecticut there are probably 
a) seven plants producing rubber footwear. 
b) a few plants producing rubber footwear. 
c) quite a few plants producing rubber 
footwear. 
X 46. Connecticut leads all others in production of felt V 
hats. This means that there is no other state which 
produces 
a) as many felt hats as Connecticut. 
b) fewer felt hats than Connecticut. 
c) better felt hats than Connecticut. 
57. 
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X 47. If Connecticut ranked tenth in the total production V-
of war goods during World War II, this means that 
a) there were nine states that produced 
less war goods than Connecticut. 
b) there were nine states that produced 
more war goods than Connecticut. 
c) Connecticut led ten states in the pro-
duction of war goods. 
X 48. Many of Connecticut's industries have been operating V-
successfully fOl:.' more than a century. More than a 
century me ana 
a) more than 50 years. 
b) over 75 years. 
c) more than 100 years. 
X 49. Connecticut is amply provided with all modern farms V-
of transportation for shipping by road, rail, water 
or air. This means that Connecticut 
a) has plenty of transportation arrange-
ments. 
b) has few transportation arrange ments. 
c) has scarcely any transportation arrange-
ments. 
X 50. If more than half of the nation's manufactured brass V 
prOducts come from Connecticut's great brass mills 
than the rest of the nation must produce 
58 . 
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a) less than half of the total supply. 
b) about three-fourths of the total 
supply. 
c) about one-eighth of the total supply. 
X 51. Typewriters and other office machines are produced V 
X 52. 
in greater quantities in Connecticut than in any 
other state. This means that no other state produ-
ces 
a) as many typewriters and office machines 
as C anne ct icut. 
b) as few ty:pewri ters and off ice machines 
as C anne cti cut. 
c) any better typewriters and office machines 
than Connecticut. 
Well over half of all the small arms armnunition comes 
:rrom Connecticut plants in war and peace. This would 
be well over 
a) 35% 
b) 40% 
c) 5.Q% 
v 
X 53. Below is a table showing the total manuf·actur i ng em- V-
ployment in Connecticut between 1850 and 1950 
1850 - 50,731 
1860 - 64,469 
1870 - 89,523 
1888 -112,915 
1890 -149,939 
59 . 
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1899 - 168,991 
1909 - 230,403 
1919 - 332,817 
1929 - 288,016 
1939 - 281,588 
1950 - 352,465 
How great was the increase in employment be-
tween 1850 and 1950? 
Was there a greater increase between 1850 and 
1860 than between 1860 and 1870? 
was the increase between 1888 and 1899 greater 
or smaller than the increase between 1899 and 
1919? 
The increase between 1850 and 1860 was 13738. 
Was this greater or smaller than the increase 
between 1939 and 1950? 
The most frequent pericxl of years between each 
of these given dates was about 
a) 11 years 
b) 10 years 
c) 8 years 
54. In Hartford, Connecticut in 1939 tbere were 641 manu- V- 15 
faeturing places. In 1947 this number had increased 
to 917. How many more places were there in 1947 than 
in 1939? , 
55. In New Haven, Connecticut durirlg 1939 there were 842 
manufacturing establishments. In 1947 there were 
1, 142. How great was~the increase in the number of 
v- 15 
establishments here? 
X 56. In 1947 Fairfield, Connecticut had 1,151 manufact-
uring establishments. New Haven had l, 142. Which 
Place had the greatest number o~ establishments? 
New England Ind. ustry 
Maine 
57. The folloWing table shows the value of prOducts of 
the major industries in Maine in 1940. 
Industry 
Boot and shoe 
Canning 
Cotton 
Hardwood Manufacturing 
Long Lumber 
Metals and Machinery 
J?ulp and .Paper 
woolen 
Value of Pr ad uct 
$54,771,926.19 
14,590,573.11 
75,798,957.94 
15,000,000.00 
7,043,070.83 
75,876,098.70 
129,625,572.04 
117,026,076.68 
· Which industry proved to be the most valuable in 
1940? 
Which industry proved to be the least valuable 
in 1940? 
Which two industries pr"oved to be about the same 
in value? 
What is the difference in value between .the pulp 
and paper industry and. the woolen industry? 
60 . 
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V- 15 
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58. The total number o£ people employed in each major 
ind. us try in 1940. 
Boot and shoe 
Canning 
Cotton 
Haxdwood Manufacturing 
Long Lumber 
Metals and Machinery 
Pulp and paper 
Woolen 
10,655 
5,255 
11,726 
9,000 
2,329 
8,363 
13,378' 
12,741 
Which industry employed the greatest number. of people? 
Which indus try employed the smallest? 
How many times as many boot and shoe workers worked 
in Maine as in Haverhill with her 3000? 
How does tbe number of people employed in the canning 
ind. us try compare w1 th the number employed in the 
boot ani shoe industry? 
a) about half as many. 
b) about one-third as many. 
c) about two-thirds as many. 
The number of people employed in pulp and paper in-
dustry w'hen compared w:t th the number employed in the 
woolen indust:ry is 
a) greater. 
b} smaller. 
c) even. 
X 59. Below is a list of the principal manufactur-ing cen-
ters in Maine, Wit'h the number of establishments 
and the number employed. 
VI 10 
VI 12 
Town or City l~o. of .Plants 
Auburn-Lewiston 
Augusta-Hallowell 
Bangor, Old Town 
Orono Brewer 
Bath 
Biddeford 
Millinocket-East 
Millinocket 
Portland, So • .Portland 
Rumford 
Sa co 
Sanford 
Skowhegan 
Waterville, Oakland 
Fairfield, Winstow 
79 
17 
65 
7 
13 
4 
98 
8 
5 
8 
8 
25 
l~o.Employed 
12,714 
2,757 
4,185 
12,819 
5,602 
1,254 
42,747 
2,130 
1,252 
3,341 
1,495 
5,437 
62 . 
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·which town or city has the greatest number of plants? VI 12 
v'Vb.ich town or city has the greatest number of people 
employed? 
Which town or city has the smallest number of people 
enrr:>loyed? 
Vfuich city is nearest to our city's 13,000 workers? 
List the towns or cities in order giving the one 
With the greatest number of plants down to the one 
With the smallest number of plants? 
List them again giving the greatest number employed 
d.own to the smallest number. 
60. If one o:f Maine's cotton mills produces annua1·1y 
40,000,000 yards of cloth, "how many yards of cloth 
would it produce in 5 years? 
VI 12 
VI 12 
VI 12 
VI 12 
VI 13 
61. If tbe total pr eduction of the Maine toothpick facto- VI 13 
ries is about 170;000,000 per day what would the pro-
duction be for a working week of five days? 
a) 2 
b) 19 
c) 10 
X 62. In 1944 Maine fishermen caught more than 14,500,000 
pouncls of lobster. 'v?ritten in words 14,500.000 
would be 
a) fourteen million, five hundred thousand. 
b) one billion, four hundred fifty milli.on. 
c) fourteen billion five hundred thousand. 
63. Lobster fishing is carried on along the whole coast 
of New England, but the most important centers are 
along tbe Maine coast. The annual catch is about 
10 million pounds. On the average about how many 
pounds would be caught in five years? In half a 
year? In ten years? 
X 64. The herring industry of the Maine coast was estab-
lished about 1850. About how long ago was t h is? 
65. Of the 428 ships, barks and brigs built in America 
in 1848. Maine supplied more than half. About how 
many Ships did Maine supply in 184.8? 
66. From 1841 to 1857 Bath became America's leading 
shipbuilding city. This was a peri·od of how many 
years? 
63 . 
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67. Below is a chart showing the principal industr i es II 
of Neine and the value of their products for 1948. 
woolen 
cotton 
pulp and paper 
boot and shoe 
$113,966,308 
149 '581 '955 
221,526,431 
95,641,396 
1. ~~ich industry had t he greatest money value? 
2. vfuich industry had the least value? 
3. How great was the d ifferenoe between the value 
of the woolen industry and the cotton industry? 
X 68. The total landings of fish in Maine dur~.ng 1948 were II 
305,037,517 pounds. Written in words this would be 
a) three hundred five million, thirty-
seven thousand, five hundr ed seventeen 
pounds. 
b) three hundred five million three hun-
dred seventy-five million, seventeen 
pounds. 
c) tbree million, :five hundred th:i.rty-
seven thousand, five hundred seventeen 
pounds. 
69 • In Maine there is more undeveloped water power than 
in any other state in t he union. This means that 
a) there is less water power available. 
b} there is less water power put to use • 
c) there is scarcely any water power. 
R 9 
65. 
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70 . Rhcde Island is the nation's largest producer of l a ce 0 
g oods. This means· that no other state produces 
a) more 
b ) less 
c) enough 
71. The leading manufactured products of Rhode Island ar e 0 
t extiles, jewelry, machine r y , manufactu:red metals ana_ 
r ubber products . This rreans that these artic les are 
produced 
a) in the greatest numbers 
b) in small quantit i es 
c) i n a verage amounts 
72 . The first successful cotton manufacturing factory was 
es tablished in 1790, at Pe,wt ucket, Rhode Island by 
Samuel Slater. How many years ago was this? 
New England Industry 
Ve1·mont 
73. :B~l ow are l i sted the counties of Vermont and the 
number of employees in manufactur·ing i n eaoh 
R 25 
66 . 
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county during 1947. 
FTanklin County 
Orleans County 
Essex County 
Chittenden County 
Lamoille County 
Caledonia County 
Washington County 
Addison County 
Orange County 
Rutland County 
Winds or C aunt y 
Bennington County 
Wind ham C aunt y 
2,110 
1,301 
1,184 
5,766 
629 
2,106 
3,261 
880 
569 
3,350 
7,073 
3,365 
3,278 
Which county in Vermont employed the largest number 
in manufa'cturing? 
~~ich county employed the smallest number? 
Row does Windsor county compare with a.n estimated 
45,000 in our own county of Essex, Massachusetts? 
Vfuat was the difference between the smallest number 
employed and the largest number employed? 
X 74. In producing marble and granite Vermont leads all D 
the states. This means it ranks: 
a) first 
b) last 
c) thtrd. 
X 75. Vermont is a leading producer of asbestos. This D 
means that the state is: 
a) first 
b) one of the top ranking states 
c} last. 
67. 
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X 76. If about one -third of a 11 the maple sugar and syrup c 
pro:l uced in the United States comes from Vermont, 
what part does not come from Vermont? 
X 77. From Vermont cones more maple sugar and syrup than C 
from any other state. This means that: 
a) no state produces as much as Vermont 
b) Vermont produces a greater amount than 
any other state 
o} only Vermont produces maple syrup and 
. sugar. 
78. In Vermont s killed operators and the most up-to-date C 
equipment make maple products of finest quality from 
the sap. In this statement finest means: 
a) very good 
b) very thin 
o) very poor. 
79. The maple sugar :pr eduction in Vermont in 1950 was C 
158,000 pounds. If there are 2000 pounds in a ton, 
hovJ many tons of maple sugar was pr educed? 
SO. In 1950 the production of maple syrup in Vermont was C 
762,000 gallons. If there are 4 quarts in a gallon, 
how many quarts are produced? 
81. In 1950 the number of maple trees tapped far syrup C 
was 3,127,000. w~itten in words this would be 
a) three billion, one hundred twenty-
seven thousand trees. 
b) three million, one hundred twenty-
seven thousand trees. 
;"' 
c) thirty-one million, two hundred seventy 
thousand trees. 
82. Below· is a chart s:howing how Vermonters earn their 
living 
Agriculture 
0 onstruct ion 
No. Employed 
34,000 
4,500 
1,500 
35.000 
Mining and Quarrying 
Manufacturing 
Transportation and Commun-
ication Vitilities 
Trade 
Finance, Insurance and 
Real Estate 
Service 
Professional Service 
Domestic Service 
Government 
9,500 
19,000 
3,500 
12,000 
10,500 
4,000 
14,800 
What tYI>e of work employs the greatest number of 
people? 
What type of work employs the smallest number of 
people? 
The number of people employed in Finance, Insur-
ance and Real Estate is equal to about what part 
employed in professional service? 
a) 1/4 
b) 1/3 
c) 1/2 
68 . 
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The number employed in construction w,ork is clos-
est to what other type of work'? 
83. Below is a chart showing Vermont's major type of 
manufacturing. Study it to answer the questions 
which follow. 
No. of 
Establ. 
Food and kindred products 
Textile mill products 
Apparel and related pro-
ducts 
Lumber and products 
Furniture and fixtures 
Paper and allied prod. ucts 
Printing and publishing 
Chemicals and allied pro-
ducts 
Leather and leather pr-o-
ducts 
Stone, clay and glass 
Primary metal industries 
Fabricated metal pr educt a 
Machinery 
Miscellaneous Manufacturer 
All other me.j or industry 
groups 
120 
26 
30 
2'74 
30 
24 
'73 
21 
8 
120 . 
10 
20 
35 
26 
13 
Average No. 
Employed 
2,162 
4,926 
1,493 
5,481 
1,765 
2,653 
1,05'7 
341 
463 
2,592 
641 
831 
'7,128 
1,460 
1,879 
Which imustry group has the greatest number of 
establishments? 
Which industry employs the greatest number of 
workers? 
Which group employs the smallest number? 
.Arrange the industries 1n the order of those hav-
ing the greatest number of establis4ments down to 
those w.i. th the smalle$t. ""~--· 
69 . 
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New Hampshire 
84. There were 1,124 manufacturing establishments in New II 
Hampahire in 1947 employing an average :f"or the year 
of 74,752 persons. Written in wards tre number of 
persons employed was: 
a) seventy-fou:r million, seven hundred 
fifty-two. 
b) seven billion, four hundred, seven 
thousand fifty-two. 
c) seventy-four thousand seven hundred 
fifty-two. 
l~ew England In:lustry 
Massachusetts 
85. In 1929 in the neighborhood of Brockton there were 
30 .ooo skilled shoe workers emplo.yed in sixty 
factories. 
About how many men would this average for eaoh 
fact ary? 
R 
86. Below is a chart giving the estimated value of the II 
principal pr .oducts manufactured in Massachusetts 
29 
during 1949. 
Electrical machinery, apparatns and 
supplies 
Boots, shoes, other than rubber 
Clothing, men's and women's including 
workcl othing 
Cotton goods 
Leather, tanned curried and finished 
Founir y and machine shop products 
Printing and publishing b.ooks ani 
job ani newspapers 
Rubber goods, including rubber tires 
and inner tubes 
Which p:r cxluct bad the greatest value? 
Which had the least value? 
450,000,000 
356,000,000 
321,000 t 000 
229 t 000 t 00 0 
194 t 000 t 000 
188,000,000 
165 t 000 '000 
163,000,000 
Which two products were closest in vaiue? 
87. Massachusetts shipbuilding began With the launching 
in 1631 of Governor Winthrop's Blessing of tl:e Day, 
a sloop of 60 tons which began trading With the 
Dutch on Long Island. 
How long ago was this? 
How does this period of time compare with the time 
between the launching of the ship and the landing 
of the :Pilgrims in 1620? 
88. Acco~ing to the state census of industry in 1947 
the :following pral.ucts exceeded $25,000,000 in 
value: 
Boots and shoes 
Boxes and paper 
Canned foods 
01 ot hing-mens 
Clothing-womens 
Jewelry 
Furniture 
71. 
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u 9 
XIII 12 
89. 
This means that these products 
a) were wor.·th at least 4J 25, 000,00 0 and 
perhaps mo:re 
b) were worth less than $25,000,000 
o) were worth just about ~25,000,000. 
A shovel manufactu:r ing concern in Massachusetts 
organized in 1774 still makes shovels. How long 
has this concern been operating? 
90. Among tbe leading industrial states of the country 
Massachusetts stands sixth in industrial establish-
ments and wage earners. This means that 
a) there are five places With mare estab-
lishments an:l wage earners than Massa-
ohusetts 
b) there are six places with more estab-
lishments and wage earners than Massa-
chusetts 
c) there are five places with fewer estab-
lishments and wage earners in Massa-
chusetts. 
72 . 
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91. The 1940 census of populati·on indicated 1,430,299 em- XII 9 
played workers in Massachusetts. This fi gure written 
in words would be 
a) one billion, four hundred thirty 
thousand, two hundred ninety-nine 
b) one million, f our hundred thirty 
thousand two hundred ninety-nine 
9 2 • A large per cent age of' :pre se nt <lay wor ker.s point 
with pride to the fact that their fathers and often 
their mothers WOl:'ked as young people far the same 
concern and that they in t1.l.l'·n learned their trade 
from their fathers. and even grand fathers. This 
means that 
a) one generation followed anotb9r 
generation . 
b) one century followed. another cent ury 
c) one event followed another event. 
Source 
XII 
73 . 
Page 
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93. Boston is the fifth largest pr o:l ucing area in Massa- XII 10 
ohusett s. ThiEl means that 
a) there are five areas in Massachusetts 
which pr od.uce more than Boston 
b) there are four areas in Massachusetts 
which pr c:rl uce less than Boston 
c) there are four areas in Massachusetts 
Which pr c:rl uce more than Boston. 
94·. The banking structure of Massachusetts is made up of XII 38 
121 national banks, 64 trust companies and 191 sav-
ings banks under state control. Eow many banks are 
there in all? (A trust company is a type of bank) 
95. The first savings bank in Massachusetts was incor-
porated in Boston in 1816. How long ago was that? 
XII 38 
7 4 . 
New England .Agriculttu""e 
Source Page 
X 96. If the total farm acreage of New England is 
13,371,473 and one-fourth is in cropland, what 
part is in croplani? 
X 97. If one-half of the total acreage is in pasture 
land, how much would this be? 
X 98. If the rest is woodland, what part is woodland? 
X 99. written in words 13,371,473 would be 
a) One hund r ed thirty-three million 
seven hundred fourteen thousand 
seventy-three. 
b) thirteen billion, three hundred 
seventy-one thousand, four hundred 
seventy-three. 
c) thirteen million, three hundred 
seventy-one thousand, four hundred 
seventy-three. 
X 100. New England farms are distributed about as follows: 
Maine 
Massachusetts 
vermont 
Connecticut 
New Hampshire 
Rhode Island 
39,000 
32,000 
24,000 
21,000 
16,000 
3,000 
Vl'!lich state has the most farms? 
Which state has the fewest farms? 
.Arrange the states in order from the state with the 
greatest number to the one with the s mallest number. 
W'!lat is the difference between the largest and 
T 
T 
T 
11 
11 
11 
11 
12 
"{ o. 
Source :Page 
smallest number of farms? 
101. If 86 per cent of New Englani farms are run by 
their owners what per cent are not OV\'ller oper-
ated? 
.X 102. More than $130,000,000 worth of milk, butter, 
butter-fat and cream are being pr ,odueed annually. 
Vib:'itten in figu:r-es 130,000,000 would be 
a) one hundred thirty m1:llion. 
b) thirteen hundred tnousand. 
c) one million thirty hundred. thousand. 
103. New England dairy farms in 1939 produced 429,028,356 
gs.llons of milk. "Written in figu:res this: would be 
a) four hundred twenty-nine billion, 
twenty-eight thousand, tltree hundred 
fifty-six. 
b) four hundred twenty-nine million, 
twenty-eight thousand, three hundred 
fifty-six. 
c) forty-two million, nine bundred twenty-
eight ~housand three hundred fifty-six. 
X 104. Butter churned on New England farms dropped from 13 
million pounds in 1929 to 8 million pounds in 1.939. 
This was a decrease of how much in ten years? · 
X 105. The 1940 census showed 25 million chickens raised 
each year on New England farms vdth a yearly egg 
prcduction over 93 million dozen. 25 million chick-
T 12 
T 14 
15 
T 15 
T 17 
ens written in figures would be 
a) 02 t 500,000. 
b) 2500,000. 
c) 25,000,000. 
X 106. If l~ew England pr od.uces but one - third of the 
necessary grain to feed her poultry what part is 
produced elsewher e? 
a) 3/3 
b) 2/3 
c) 1/3 
107 .. If New England pr educes about 3 per cent of the 
total United States fruit crop, what per cent is 
produced elsewhere? 
108. If New England pr ad uces about 6 per cent of the 
nation • s apple harvest what per cent is produced 
elsewhere? 
109. If 6010 of the total crop of New England apples are 
winter apples, what per cent are of another kind? 
X 110. In New England the size of truck gardens varies 
from five to ten acres with the production of such 
farms equaling $1200 an acre • 
What would the total pr eduction o:f a 10 acre 
farm equal at :jpl200 an acre? A 5 acre farm? 
What is the difference between the two? 
76 . 
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X lll. In 1941 New England :produced 33 million pounds of 
tobacco, two thirds of it in Connecticut and the 
remainder in Massachusetts. 33 million pounds of 
tobacco written in figures would be 
a) 330o,ooo. 
b) 33 ' 00 0 t 00 0 • 
c) 033,000. 
112. During 1944 more than 900,000 home gardena were 
planted in the Victory Garden program. Written in 
wo~ds this would be 
a) nine hundred thousam. 
b) nine hundred million. 
c) ninety thousand. 
NewEngland Agriculture 
Vermont 
T 
T 
X 113. In Vermont the average yearly apple production be- C 
tween 1938-47 was 626,000 bushels. The average 
yearly potato production was 1,519,000 bushels. 
How many more bushels of potatoes were produeed 
than apples? 
114. Tbe majority of Vermont farmers secure the greater B 
portion of their income from the sale of dairy 
24 
26 
prOducts. The ma;j ori ty of Vermont farmers mean 
a) most Vermont :lhrmers. 
b) a few Vermont farmers. 
o} all Vermont farmers. 
115. In 1945, land area of Vermont totaled 5,893,360 
acres. The area 1n farmland equalled 3,930,514 
acres. How .much of the lani was not used for 
farms? 
116. In 1945, in Vermont there were 26,490 farms. 
written in words this would be 
a) two million, si:x: hundred forty-nine 
thousand. 
b) t~nty-si:x: thousand four hundred 
ninety. 
78. 
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117. In 1945 the total value of vermont farms, including . B 2 
land and buildings was $134,575,897. written in 
words this would be 
a) one hundred thirty-four million, five 
hundred seventy-five thousand, eight 
hundred ninety-seven dollars. 
b) thirteen billion, four hundred fifty-
seven million, five hundred eighty-
nine thousand seven dollars. 
c) one billion three hundred forty-five 
million, seven hundred fifty-eight 
79 . 
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thousand ninety-seven dollars. 
118. In 1945, 95% of Ve:r·mont farms were run by their 
owners. What per cent were not? 
119. In 1945, 34,000 Vermonters were engaged in agri-
cultural activities. Most of them were owners 
and family member workers but about 5,100 were 
paid employees. How many were not pa 1d employees? 
120. In 1945 the total value of vermont's agricultural 
products amounted to $105,144,000. This written 
in words would be 
a) one hundred five million one hundred 
forty-four thousand dollars. 
b) one billion, five hundred fourteen 
thousand, four hUndred dollars. 
o) one hundred five billion, one hundred 
forty-four thousand dollars. 
121. The v.alue of agricultural products in 1948 was 
$123,933,000. In 1949 it dropped to $105,144,000. 
How much had the value of agricultural products 
decreased? 
122. In 1945 livestock was valued at $51,635,848. 
Written in words this would be 
a) fifty-one million, six hundred thirty-
five thousand, eight hundred forty-
eight dollars. 
B 2 
B 2 
B 2 
B 
80. 
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b) five hundred sixteen million three 
hundred fifty-eight thousand forty-
eight dollars. 
c) fifty-one billion six hundred thirty-
five tho.usand, eight hundred :f"orty-
eight dollars. 
X 123. About a third of' a million apple trees are bearing D 
in Vermont orchards. A third of a million is equal 
to a little more than 
a) 300,000. 
b) 500,000. 
c) 200,000. 
X 124. If two thirds of the milk supply of Boston comes 0 
from Vermont what part comes from other states? 
a) 1/4 
b) 1/2 
c) l/3. 
X 125. If 2,000,000 quarts of milk and cream are produced 0 
daily on Vermont's dairy farms, how much milk and 
cream are produced in 6 days? - in a 30 day month? 
X 126. Vermont has tbe largest dairy animal population per 0 
acre of any state in the union with the exception 
of one. This means that 
a) there is one state that has more dairy 
cows per acre than Vermont. 
81. 
ource l?age 
127. 
b) there is one state tba t has fe'ltver 
clairy c~1s per acre than Vermont. 
c) tbere is one state that has as 
many dairy cows per acre as Vermont. 
In 1949 the number of cattle in Vermont tot aled 
433,000. Of these 261,000 were milk cows. Row 
many were not? 
c 
X 128. Grass crops, corn, and small grains are produced C 
in great quantities in Vermont. Hay is. the 
state's greatest crop. This means that 
a) more hay is produced than any at her 
crop. 
b) hay is the states most eXIJensive crop. 
c) less hay is. prcxlue.ed than any other 
crop. 
129. The pr·Cduetion of honey is a s:rmll but valuable C 
industry in Ver.mont. There are about 10,000 
colonies of bees in tbe State kept by about 1,000 
owners. This would average about how many colon-
ies to an owner? 
a) 10 
b) 100 
c) 1000. 
X 130. Vermont grown t~rkeys are of the highest quality. C 
This means 
a) there are turkeys which are better 
than Vermont tur·keys. 
82. 
Source Page 
b) Verrnont turkeys are among the best 
turkeys produced. 
c) Vermont turkeys are rarely very 
valuable. 
X 131. On one Ve:rr.a.ont farm about 25,000 tu:rkeys are 
raised each year. About how many turkeys are c -
raised in 5 years? 
X 132. In recent years Vermont potato crops have yield-
ed about 700 bushels to an acre. At this: rate 
about how many potatoes would come from a 15 
acre field? 
X 133. Abundant supplies of pure running water are 
available to most Vermont far~. This means that 
a) in Vermont :pu:re runnin g water is 
scarce. 
b) tbere is a great deal of pure 
running water. 
c) there is little running water in 
Vermont. 
c 
X 134. From the sale of tu:rke ys· in 1949, $ 792,000 was re- C 
ce ived. How much would this sum be if added to the 
sum of eggs and other poultry which was ;jjl9 ,347 ,000? 
135.Below is a chart showing the total value of B 
Vermont agriculture products far- 1949. 
Total Agriculture Product s $105,144,000 
3 
Crops $16 '356 ,000 
Fie 1d crops 
Hay 2,139,000 
Potatoes 1,294,000 
Truck crops 589 ,ooo 
other 52,000 
Fruits 
Apples 2,055,000 
Other 181,000 
other h' cxl uct a 
Forest products 7,080,000 
Maple syrup sugar 2,305,000 
Nursery J:r cxl uct s 661,000 
Among the field crops which crop had the 
gr·eatest value? What had the least value? 
If the value of hay was this amount for 3 
years what would its total value for 3 
years be? 
What was the total value of all fruit crops? 
What was the difference between the value of 
forest prcxlucts and the value of nursery 
products? 
136. Below is a chart showing the total value of Vermont 
livestock and products for 1949. 
Livestock and Products 
Dairy l'roducts 
Cattle and Cal ws 
Eggs 
Chickens 
Hogs 
Turkeys 
Other 
~ 88,788,000 
66,923,000 
10,528,000 
6,778,000 
2,569,000 
984,000 
792,000 
214,000 
According to this chart Which item had the 
greatest value? Which item had the least 
value? 
83 . 
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v~at was the difference between the value 
of turkeys and chickens? 
What was the difference between the value 
of dairy :pr Oi ucts and that of cattle and 
calves. 
Add the items to pr eve that they equal the 
total far livestock and products• 
84. 
Source Page 
137. Annual receipts from milk sold on Vermont farms in C 
138. 
139. 
1949 was ~66,923,000. Receipts from eggs and 
poultry in 1949 were $9,347,000. What was the 
difference bet\reen the two amounts? 
The total milk production on vermont farms for 
1949 was 1,514,000,000 lbs. Written in words this 
would be 
a) One million five hundred fourteen 
thousand pounds. 
b) One thousand five hundred fourteen 
million pounds. 
c) One bill ion, five hundred fourteen 
mill ion pounds. 
In Vermont the land used for farms is 3, 930,000 
acres. In words this means 
a) three million nine hundred thirty 
thousand. 
b) three billion, nine hundred thirty 
mill ion. 
c 
c) tbree thousand nine humred thirty 
million. 
140. If Vermont's total land area is 9,609 square 
miles and 40 per cent is given over to agri-
cultural activity, how much would that be? 
141. Benni;ngton, Vermont has one orchard With 40,000 
trees spreal over an area of 650 acres. This 
would average about how many trees per acre? 
40,000 written in words would be 
a) forty thousand. 
b) forty million. 
c) four hundred thousand. 
New England Agriculture 
Connecticut 
X 142. In Connecticut the average yield of tobacco per 
acre is 1,470 pounds. About how much tobacco is 
pr educed on 1.5 acres.? 
X 143. The national average is only 91.5 pounds per acre. 
How much more tobacco would be pr cxl uced on 15 
acres in Connecticut than on 15 acres somewhere 
else in the nation? 
8 5. 
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144. In Connecticut for 1946 the total cash farm income Z 
from poultry products sold was $37,777,000. 
From dairy prcxlucts ~?41,339,000 was· received. 
vVb.ich gave the greatest income? 
New England Agricul tuxe 
Massachusetts 
145. If 60 per cent of the world's supply of cran-
berries are produced on Cape Cod, what per cent 
are produced elsewhere? 
X 146. More than 14,000 acres of cranberries. are being 
farmed commercially on Cape Cod. itV'ritten in 
words ·14, 000 would be 
a) fourteen hundred. 
b) one million four hundred. 
c) fourteen thousand • 
147. Census figures for 1940 show that there are 
31,897 farms in the state with a total farm area 
of 1,937,963 acres. This would average about how 
many acres per farm? 
86. 
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Hew England Agriculture · 
1\few Hampshire 
148. Below is a chart showing how New Hampshire's 
5,940,531 acres are used. 
farms 
farm wood 1 and 
other forest lands 
highways , streets 
815,897 
1,201,152 
3,397,637 
100,000 
acres 
acres 
acres 
acres 
and transportation 
facilities 
towns and cities 
inland waters 
234,983 acres 
190,862 acres 
New Hampshire's acres in farms is about the 
acres of towns and cities. 
a) twice 
b} tbree times 
c) five times. 
VVhat is the difference between the number of acres 
Source 
VIII 
devoted to farms ani the number of acres devoted to 
t mvns and cities? 
Vfuat is the differ ence between the number of acres 
of farm woodland an:l the acres of other forest 
lands? 
New England AgT icul ture 
Maine 
149 . Be l ow is a chart s hO'\ilring the value of Maine 1 s VI 
87. 
Page 
1 
18 
principal agricul tm·al products in 1944. 
:Potatoes 
Dairy :i?rcxlucts 
Eggs 
Chickens 
Garden Truck 
Cattle and Calves 
Hogs 
Small Fruits 
Apples 
Broilers 
Mis • .Agri. l?r oducts 
Total Income for Agricultural 
l?r cd ucts $ 
fii;56,235,000.00 
20,554,000.00 
12,138,000.00 
5,148,000.00 
4,233,000.00 
3., 784,000.00 
2,719,000.00 
2,061,000.00 
1,795,000.00 
1,258,000.00 
8,78l,oqo.oo 
124,583, ooo-. oo 
Which agricultural product proved the most 
valuable? 
Which proved to be the least va~uable? 
What was the difference between the value 
of cattle and cal yes and the value of hogs? 
What was the total ~alue of small fruits and 
apples? 
How do you read the total sum for agricultural 
products? 
a) one hundred twenty-four million, 
five hundred eighty-three thousand 
b) one billion, two hundred forty-fi~e 
thousand. eight y-tln'ee 
c) one hundred twenty-four billion, 
five hundred eighty-tbree thousand. 
150. If Aroostook county in Maine has 5,706 farms With 
329,522 acres of cleared land, about how many 
88. 
S otrr ce :!;age 
VI 16 
• 
89. 
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acres would each fa:r:m average? 
151. Maine farms in 1943 cared for 1,212,000 acres 
of hay, grains and other cultivated crops. 
Written in words 1;212,000 would be 
a) one million, two hundred twelve 
thousand. 
b) twelve million, twelve hundred 
thousand. 
c) one billion, two hundred twelve 
million. 
X 152. In Maine there are 38,980 farms With livestock• 
Following is a chart showing the number of each 
kind. 
horses 
cattle 
sheep and lambs 
swine 
35,000 
217,000 
43,000 
72,000 
Which type of' livestock do they have the most of? 
Vlhich type of livestock do they have the least of? 
fihi ch two types of livestock t ogetber equal a 
little more than the number of swine? 
X 153. Washi ngton County holds the world's record in 
blueberi'Y prcduction. If 17 factories put out 
an average pack of 301,609 cans of berries this 
averages how many cases per factory? 
154. If •aine farmers produced 49,000 tons of sweet 
corn f or canning purposes: which gave them a sum 
VI 15 
VI 15 
VI 15 
of about ~1,000,000 this would average about how 
much per ton? 
X 155. Maine has uninterruptedly held first place among 
t he states in total potato prcduction since 1 924. 
Thi s means that since 1924 
a} Maine was f irst in the production of 
potatoes, at times 
b) .Maine was first in the pr cd uct 1 on of 
potatoes most of the time 
c) Maine v1as first in the prcduction of · 
potatoes at all times ·. 
156. I n Maine there are 38,980 :farms. 2, 519 of these 
are operated by tenants. The rest are run by 
owners. How many are run by owners? 
38, 980, written in worlis would be 
a) three million, eight hundred ninety-
a ight thousand. 
b) thirty-eight thousand nine hundr ed 
eighty. 
c) thirty-eight million, nine hundred 
eighty. 
--
90. 
Source l?age 
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91. 
New England Fopulation 
Vermont Sour ce .t:age 
X 157. Bel.ow is a chart givin&" the population figures F 
for Vermont eountie s for 1950. 
Addison 
Bennington 
Caledonia 
Chittenden 
Essex 
Franklin 
Grand Isle 
Lamoille 
Orange 
Orleans 
Rutland 
vvas hingt on 
Windham 
Windsor 
19,382 
23,873 
24,003 
61,673 
6,242 
29,933 
3,385 
11,375 
17 t 004 
21,160 
45,841 
42,744 
28,658 
40,558 
Vfuich county has the gTeatest population? 
Which county is closest to our own county of 
Essex, Massachusetts? 
~fuieh county has the smallest population? 
Vfuich county has a population much like that 
of Haverhill? 
' mich county ran }:-_s second in population? 
v'l'hich county ranks third in population? 
~nat is the difference between the greatest 
and smallest population figure? 
' X 158. If st .owe, Vermont was settled in 1795, about 
how many years has it been established? 
159. The total population for Vermont in 1950 was 
375,831. \"lr it ten in words this would be 
F 
u 5 
F 
Source 
a) three hundred seventy-five thousand, 
eight hundred thi:r ty-one. 
b) three huna_red seventy-five billion, 
e ight hundred thirty-one. 
c ) three million, seven hundr ed fifty-
eight thousand thirty -one. 
I~ew England l'opulati on 
Massachusetts 
X 160 . If about 1,000,000 people live in the Connecticut 
Valley and 1,500,000 people l.ive in the Boston 
Basin Which place has the most people? 
a.) Boston Basin 
b) Connecticut Valley 
vfuat is the difference between the population of 
the two? 
161 . The estimated population i n Massachuset t s f or July, II 
1949 was 4,713,000. Wr itten in words this would be 
a) four mill ion seven hundred 
thirteen thousand. 
b) forty-seven mill ion , thirteen hundred 
thousand. 
c) forty-seven thousand th i rteen million. 
162. In 1940 the population for Boston was 770 , 816 . 
This writ t e n i n words would be -
I I 
92. 
.Page 
15 
93. 
S ource age 
a) seventy-seven thousand, eight 
hu.ndred sixteen. 
b) seven hundred seventy thousand , 
eight hundred s ixteen. 
c) seven billion, seven hundred 
eight thous:and sixteen. 
X 163. :Below are other imp ortant cities and their :popu- II 
lati,on for 1940• 
Worcester 
Springfield 
Fall River 
Cambr:idge 
New Bedford 
S oim rville 
Lowell 
Lynn 
Have1'hill 
Newbury-J?ort 
19!3,694 
149,554 
115,428 
110,879 
110,341 
102,177 
101,389 
98,123 
48,000 
16,850 
Whi ch city hOO.. the greatest population'? 
Which city had the smallest population'? 
What was the d. ifference between the largest and 
smallest population'? 
164. ' ccord ing to the 1945 census Massachusetts has 
a population of 4,493,281. \'llritten in wordr3 
this would be 
a) fort y-:four bill ion, nine hund:red 
thirty-two thousand eighty-one. 
b ) four million, four hundred ninety-
tbree thousand, t wo hundred ei ghty-
one. 
c) four billion, four hurulreo_ ninety-
tbree thousand, two hundred eight y-
one. 
XI 6 
165. According to the 1945 census the state's total 
population was 4,493 , 281. In lVletro-.flolitan 
Boston there were 2 , 066 , 100 IJ er sons: . This. would 
equal what part of the total population? 
a) about 2/3 
b) mo-.c e than 1/2 
c ) about 1/4 
166 . :Below is a chart showing other Massachusetts 
cities which according to the 1945 census had 
popul ation over 100,000 
L0\11Je11 
Spri ngfield 
Lynn 
Cambr idge 
War ce s ter 
S omerville 
New Bedford 
Fall Riwr 
101,229 
159 , 896 
105 ,153 
111,124 
198 , 741 
105,883 
110,308 
115,062 
lfuich city exceeds 100,000 by the greatest 
number? 
Which city has the smallest population? 
Arrange them in cr.cder from the city with t h e 
greatest population clown to the cit y with 
the smallest population • 
.Ne w England :Population 
Connect i cut 
X 167. About one million people l ive in the Connecticut 
Valley. 7/rit ten ii1 figures this would be 
a) 010 , 000 
94 . 
Sour ce ,age 
XI 7 
XI 7 
s 17 
b) 100,000 
c) 1,000,000 
X 168. Midway in the 20th century Connecticut bas a 
greater population with mo-.ce people working , 
:pr educing more goods an.d services , earning 
more money and. enj eying a higher standard of 
living than before. Mid. way means 
a) partway 
b) halfl~Vay 
c) toward the end 
X 169. The J>Opulat ion for Connecticut for 1950 "WaS 
1, 9 94,. 932. Writ ten in words this is 
a) one million , nine hundred ninety-
four thousand, nine hundred. 
thirty-two. 
b) nineteen million nine hundred 
forty-nine thousand , thirty-two. 
c) one billion, nine hundred ninety-
four thousand. , nine hundred: 
thirty-two ·. 
ource age 
V- 12 
V-
X 170. :Below are the populations for the ·v·ariou.s counties V-
in Connecti cut • 
Fairfield 
Hartford 
Litchfield 
.r id.d.lesex 
l{ew Haven 
I~ew London 
Tolland 
Windham 
502,832 
536,232 
98, 399 
67 ,128 
541,994 
142,415 
44,610 
61,653 
Which county had the greatest population? 
Which county bad the sma~lest population? 
Which had the gr€latest population, Hartford or 
New Haven? 
Arrange the counties in order starting with the 
greatest population ani going down to the 
smallest. 
New Ene;lan.d Popult~ti on 
Rhed e Island 
171. The population for Rhcde Island in 1950 was 
779,931. vir-it ten in words this would be 
a) seven hundred seventy-nine 
thousand, nine hunlred thirty-one. 
b) seven million seven hu.nired nine-
ty nine thousand, thirty-one. 
c) seventy-seven million ninety-nine 
tho us and. thirty-one. 
96. 
source age 
II 
172. The estimated population of other cities for 1949 II 
was 
Woonsocket 
Cranston 
.Newport 
Vvarwick 
Central Falls 
49,303 
47,085 
30,532 
28,757 
25,248 
~W1ich city had the greatest population? 
Which c ity bad the smallest populat.ion? 
What is the difference betwe·en the largest and 
· smallest population figures? 
X 173. The estimated. population fCYr J?-..covidence, tbe 
capital of Rhcde Islam is 253,504. If the 
II 
total population for Rhcxle Island is 779,931, 
how many people do not live in .Providence? 
New England. l? opulati on 
Maine 
174. In 1940 Maine had a population of 847,226 persons. 
written in words this would be 
a) eight hundred forty-seven thousand, 
two hunctred twenty-six. 
b) eight million, four hundred seventy-
two thousand. twenty-six. 
X 175. In 1940 Maine ran1red 35th in population in the 
Uni ted States. This means that 
a) there were thirty-four states With 
a greater population 
b) there were thirty-four states With 
a smaller population 
c) Maine was among thirty-five states 
having the same population. 
97. 
Source l?age 
VI 5 
V! 5 
X 176. In 1.940 :Maine's principal citi es bad tre follow- II 
ing populati on. 
Portland 
Lewiston 
Bangor 
Biddeford 
Auburn 
Augusta 
73,643 
38,598 
29,882. 
19;790 
19,817 
19,360 
Which city had the biggest population? 
VVhich city bad the smallest population? Which 
two cities if added together would bave almost 
the same population as Lewiston? 
If Haverhill's population is 48,-000 'Which 
city in Maine is closest to Raver hill's popu-
lation • 
.X 177. J?ort1.a.nd is the lar·gest city in the state of 
178. 
~ aine and has the largest population which is 
73,643. This means that 
a) all other states have less than 
73,-643 
b) all other states have about 
73,643 
c) all other states have more than 
73,643 
Following are population figures for the other 
cities in Maine 
Lewiston 
Bangor 
Auburn 
Biddeford 
Augu-sta 
Waterville 
South Portland 
Sanford 
Westbrook 
Bath 
Rockland 
Rumford 
Old Town 
Caribou 
~a co 
ftes:que Isle 
3$,598 
29,822 
19,817 
19,790 
19,360 
16,688 
15,781 
14,886 
11,087 
10,235 
8,899 
10,230 
7,688 
8,218 
8,631 
7,939 
S ou:r ce :Page 
VI 
VI 
Houlton 
Skowhegan 
Brewer 
Brunswick 
Millinocket 
Gard 1ner 
Calais 
Fort Fa:ir field 
7,771 
7,159 
6,510 
8,658 
6,223 
6,044 
5,161 
5,607 
Which city has the greatest population? 
Which city has· the siDe~lle st population? 
Arrange them in .order from the largest popu-
lation down to t re srrallest. 
Brewer and Brmnswiok together have a popula-
tion which would be c.lose to the population 
of what other city? we have 800 1n our 
school. Fort Fairfield has how many times 
as many people as we have students? 
New England J?opulation 
.New Hampshire 
X 179. Below is a chart showing the population 
:figures for each county. 
Belknap County 
Carroll County 
Cheshire County 
Coos County 
Grifton County 
Hillsborough County 
Merrimack County 
Rockingham County 
Strafford County 
Sullivan County 
26,504 
15,751 
38 t 678. 
35,742 
47,703 
156 t 607 
62,906 
69,315 
51,121 
25,553 
Rearrange these co~Qties and population 
figures of each in order of highest to lowest. 
99. 
ource · :Page 
VII 
VII 
What is the difference between the county V'lith 
the greatest and the comty with the smallest 
population? 
Is tbe difference in population between Belknap 
County and Sullivan County greater or smaller 
than the d. ifference between Merrimack County 
and. Rockingham County? 
Source Page 
X 180. The total population for l{ew Hampshire in 1950 VII 
was 529,880. Vtt-itten in words this would be 
a) :five million, twenty-nine thousand 
eight hundred eighty. 
b) five hundred twenty-nine thousand, 
eight hundred eighty. 
c) five hundred twenty-nine million, 
eight hundred eighty thousand• 
X 181. Below are :population figures for the regions 
of New Hampshire in 1940 -
Dartmouth-Lake Sunapee 
Lakes-
Merrimack Valley-
~ onadnock-
Seacoast-
White Mountains-
51,834 
71 t 887 
187,115 
49,930 
66,516 
64,242 
Which region had the greatest population in 1940? 
Which region had the smallest population? 
Arrange them in order from lovrest to highest? 
Does the total sum of all the pooulations equa1 
491,524? 
a) yes 
b) no 
X- 9 
• 
New E ngland. 'Trade a:nd Transportation 
182. Water borne frei ght in New England. in 1940 amounted 
to 44,768,000 tons. The following table shows 
figures for each of the · .six states • 
Maine 
New Hampshire 
Vermont 
Massachusetts 
Rhale Island 
Connecticut 
5,645,000 
406,000 
152,000 
23,444,000 
7,208,000 
7,914,000 
44,768,000 written in words would be 
a) forty-four million, seven hundred sixty-
eight thousand. 
b} forty-f.ou.r hundred, seven hundred sixty-
eight thousand. 
c) forty-four billion, se7en hundred sixty-
a ight million. 
vVhich state shipped the greatest amount of frei ght by 
water? 
Which state was second? 
What was the difference between the greatest a:nd. 
smallest amounts shipped? 
183. The railroads of New England offer fast transports.-
tion over 6,677 miles of track in the six states. 
About how many miles would this average per state? 
184. The Boston and Maine system operates about 1,450 
mile's of passenger service and 1, 800 miles of 
frei ght service. How zmny miles of rail servi ce 
does t h e Boston and ]li.aine operate altogether? 
-·- . r- I ... ~ I'~ ·: ,\ : • • ~ .,"" ' • • \ v 
~ .. ~ ~ ;"" ,' --:- ,-t . ' •' ; ( !1 
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101. 
S ource Page 
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185. The Boston and Albany railway has trackage 
amounting to 1,021 mil.es. If there are 5,280 
feet in a mile, how many feet are there in 
1,021 miles? 
X 186. The largest of the present New England railways 
is the .New Haven v.hich operates 1,838 miles of 
track. If there are 5,280 feet in one mile , how 
many feet would there be in 1,838 miles of track? 
187. Commercial. air service in New England. was f irst 
started in September , 1923 when air mail was 
transported by plane from Bos·t on to l~ew York by 
. 
the United States Army. September, 1923 W.ill be 
how many years ago next September? 
X 188. Below is given tbe number of plane landing fields 
in each of tbe New Englan:l States in 1940 
Maine 18 
New Hampshire 12 
vermont 11 
Massachusetts 38 
Rhode Island. 6 
Connecticut 18 
Which state had the greatest number of· plane 
landing fields? 
Which state had the smallest number? 
X 189. ~he Logan International Airport upon conr.flletion 
will be the second largest skyport in the United 
States. It is second only to Idlewild in New 
York. This means that 
102. 
Source l?age 
u 20 
u 20 
u 46 
u 46 
u 45 
a) there are two airports larger than the 
Logan International. 
b) there is one airport larger· than the 
Logan International• 
c) there are two airports smsller than the 
Logan International. 
190. Experts estimate that travel after five years of 
operation of this huge a:ixport will total about 
2,500,000 passengers annually. If 2,500,000 
passengers are carried annually by plane, in two 
years this Will equal how many? 
X 191. Below is a chart showing mot or vehicle registra-
tions for 1940. 
Maine 
.New Hampshire 
Vermont 
Massachusetts 
Rhode Island 
Connecticut 
205,896 
135,384 
93,645 
903,843 
187,509 
493,667 
vVhi ch state in 1940 had the greatest number of 
motor vehicle registrations? . 
Wnich state had the smallest? 
What is the difference between the motor vehicle 
registration of Massachusetts am Connecticut? 
Of Maine and Ne w Hampshire? 
192. l~ ew England's 92,300 miles of highways represent 
2.8 per cent of the nation's total. 92,300 
written in words is 
103. 
S ource Page 
u 45 
u 42 
• 
a) ninety-two million tbxee hurrlred. 
b) nine billion, two thousand three hundred. 
c) ninety-two thousand three hundred. 
193. Righway mileage for the six states as it was in 
1941 follo~: 
Maine 
New Hampshire 
Vermont 
·ilassachusetts 
Rhoi e Island 
Connect icut 
22,791 
12,424 
14,310 
23,377 
3,941 
15,457 
Vfuich state had the greatest number of miles of 
highway? 
Vfuich state had the smallest? 
Arrange them in order smallest to greatest. 
194. Rail facilities in .New England at present are 
d i stributed as follows: 
:Maine 
1\Tew Hampshi re 
'll.e:rllilDOnt 
Massachusetts 
Rhode Island 
Connecticut 
No. of miles 
1,882 
1,002 
919 
1,793 
194 
887 
. . 
How many more miles of railroad has ·· aine than 
r1 e w Hampshire? 
~~ich state has the smallest nur~ er of miles 
of railroad? 
Arrange them in order, greatest to smallest • 
195. In 1838 the first railroad in New Hampshire was 
comp leted. How many years ag o was this? 
196. Ver mont's f irst railroad was the Vermont Ce:o.tral. 
Ground was broken f or this in January, 1846. 
104. 
S ource Pa ge 
u 41 
u 25 
u 24 
u 24 
How many years ago was this? 
197. Railro e.d transportation in Maine began in 1 836 
w11en a railroad between Bang o-.c and Old Tovm 
started operations. How long ago did railroad 
transp ortati'on begin in Maine? 
198. Railroading started in Rhoie I s land in 1835 
when on June 2, tbe first train ran between 
Boston a1n Providence. How long ago v~s this? 
199, Rhcde Isl~nd now bas 194 miles of r a ilroads, 
If there are 5,280 feet in a mile, how ma ny 
feet would there be in 294 miles? 
200. he present shore line route between Bos ton 
and 1Tew York a_id not become all rail until a.s 
late as 1889. How many years ag o was this? 
X 201. The f i rst train service i n Massachusetts a nd 
in the Un i ted St ates was the Granite Railway 
from West Quincy to the Nep onset Ri7er. It 
opened in 1806. ~his was about how many ye ars 
ag o? 
202 . J?rivate co a ches be gan to appear on 1\Ievv England 
r oads as e arly as 1683. Thi s was about h ow 
many y ears a go? 
Hew EnglaP.d Trade and Transp or tation 
1\ a s sachusetts 
20 3 . By 1'708 Bos ton had 194 sea ships while Few York 
105. 
Source Page 
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u 23 
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u 15 
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had only 124. Bow many mo-.c e ships did Boston 
have than :mew York? 
X 204. Exports t~xough the port of Boston in 1763 were 
over ~p 2 , 000 , 000 yearly. :W2,000,000 written in 
wo-.cds would be 
a) two mill ion dollars. 
b) two thousand dollars. 
c) two hundred thousand. 
205 . llassachusetts now has 1,793 miles of railroads. 
Expressed in words 1,793 ia 
a) one thousand seven hundred ninety- thr ee. 
b) one million se7en hundred ninety-tm~ee • . 
c) seventy thousand ninety-three. 
X 206. The first electrified trau1 in ~he United States 
was run in 1\.assachusetts in 1895. This event 
took place how many years ago? 
20 r;. If the Cape Cod Canal was built between tb.e years 
1904 and 1914, how many years did it take to 
build the canal? 
208. Bow many years has it been since the canal was 
completed or finished? 
209. I~ew England's chief port is Boston VJi th its 
harbor area of about forty square miles . Haver-
hill is about 10 miles long and four miles wide . 
How does it com:pe.:te in area with the harbor area 
of Boston? 
106 . 
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210. The port of Bost on ranks s eventh among mer~can 
p CJ.cts . This means that 
a) there are six ports greater than Boston. 
b) there are six ports not as great as 
Bos ton. 
c) The re are seven ports greater than 
Boston. 
211 . There are hundreds of t rucking companies in I.le.s sa-
chusetts Which operate about 25 , 000 trucks . If 
5 , 000 of these trucks .. operate between s tates, 
how many do not? 
212. In norrr~l times seven st eamship lines maintain 
services from Boston t o Pacific Coast ports by 
way of tbe ~mama Canal . 
merican Hawa iian s . s .co.-
merican Fres. Lines-
Pacific Coast Du~ ect Line-
Luckenback St eamship Co.-
hepherd Steamship Co.-
Calmar Line-
Isthmian-illatson Line-
Two Sail i ngs Weekly 
Every two weeks 
Every tr..:r~ee weeks 
Weekly 
Every t hree weeks 
].[onthly 
Every two weeks 
Which Com11any operat es least frequently? 
Name two companies which are equal in t he number 
of ~ailings? 
Vb.i ch company sa i ls t he most frequently? 
213 . bout 10,000 trucking companies o~ all classes 
operate ab out 25,000 vehicles in Massa chusetts. 
Thi s averages· about how many vehi cle s for each 
company? 
214. The first airpl ane landed at East Boston Air p or t 
107 . 
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in 1923. Row many years ago was this? 
215. In 1926 air mail servi ce began between Boston 
and :mew York. How many years have passed 
since this happened? 
216. Airline mail, express and freight in and out 
of Logan Airp ort mounted from 210,072 pounds 
in 1936 to 7,352,110 pounds in 1945. How 
big an increase was this? 
New England Transp ortation 
Maine 
217. The. state pier in 1\~aine has one and a half 
miles of trackage with a storage capacity for 
110 cars. If there are 5 , 280 feet in a mile 
how many feet are there in a mile and a half? 
218. The state pier at :Portland cost :iJ>l,500,000. 
Your school cost about a half million dollars 
to build. How do the two sums compare? 
.X 219. If Maine has 22,401 miles of roads and 2,989 
of them are designated_ as state highways, how 
many miles are not? 
New England Trroe and Transportation 
Rhode Island 
220. he l it . Hope Bridge in Rhode Island which 
108. 
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connects the island of Rhode Island with the 
mainland is: the longest bridge in New England. 
It was opened in 1929. This took place how 
long ago? 
221. The first :train to r un betv.~en :Boston and J?r ov-
idence was in 1835. How long ago was this? 
X 222. The distance to :Providence, Rhcxle Island from 
e a ch · of the following places is given. 
Augusta, Maine 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Concord, New Hampshire 
Hartford, Connecticut 
Lawrence, Massachusetts 
Newburyp ort, Massachusetts 
Haverhill, Massa chusetts 
208 miles 
43 miles 
121 miles 
74 miles 
72 miles 
77 miles 
76 miles 
E·rom vJb.ich p le.ce would you have to travel the 
greatest distance to get to J?rovidence? 
Which place is nearest to Erovidence? 
Wnat is the difference between the number of 
miles from Augusta to Providence and. from 
Concord to Providence? 
!iew England Trade and Transp ortation 
Vermont 
1.09. 
Souxce :Page 
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:X 223. In Vermont there are 12 operating railroads with A 
total mileage of 944.76 miles. This would aver-
age about how many miles for each railroad? 
Ne·w Engll"'lnd Tourist Industry 
Vermont . 
X 224. During the winter of 1947- 48 Stowe, Vermont had 
" about 100,000 visitors who spent al..rnost ~p200 , 0 0 
at the ski fa c ilities and an a dditional ~250~ 00 
at lodg i ng places .. How much did they spend in 
all? 
X 225 . Vermont ' s sk busines s averages nearly ... :10, 0 00 , 000 
each year . 
Wr1 tten in worc.s thi s would be 
a ) t en thousand dollars~ 
b) ten bill i on dollar s . 
c) ten million dollars. 
226 . 37% of Vermont tour i st s and vacat ionis ts came from 
the other five New England states, 49% from the 
Mi d l e Atlantic States and the r est from the South , 
Midwest, West, Canada and foreign countrie s. Vhat 
part car.1e fr om the South , Mi dwest , · est, Cana da, 
and fore gn countries ? 
227. Of the 1949 vacationists to Vermont 33 . 9% stay e 
in roadside cabins , 27 . 1% in hotels and 23.3~ 
used t ourists home s . The r est stayed with f r iends 
and relat ive s or rented camps. ~l\lnat per cent would 
this be ? 
X 228 ; During 1947 i n Stowe, Vermont 10 new tourist home s 
110. 
Sour ce Page 
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J 3 
X 229 
230 
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X 232 
were built which could hold 495 persons. This 
would average about how many persons per home? 
In 1948 Stowe, Vermont was constructing a new 
recreational center which would provide for 
residents and visitors, the latest in modern 
and outdoor recreation. Latest refers to 
a) most up to date. 
b) future . 
c) past. 
In Vermont 26 eating places reported that they 
spent the following amounts for food during 1949. 
milk 
meat 
.poultry and eggs 
fruit and vegetables 
maple products 
other food 
$ 49,735.60 
152,924.77 
29,014.12 
43,710.76 
9,673.37 
181,412.16 
vVhich article did they spend the most for? 
Vfuich article did they spend the least for? 
What was the difference between what they spen t 
on milk and w.hat they spent on meat? 
If 26 guest establishments in 1949 spent a tot al 
of $1,224,773.27 to operate in one season, wha.t 
was the average spent by each place? 
In 1949 guest establishments in Vermont paid al-
most ten million dollars to Vermont firms and 
persons for labor and other non-food expenses. 
Your parents spend about $ 4,000,000 each year fo r 
city taxes in Haverhill. How do the two sums com-
pare? 
111. 
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233. In 1949 over 5 million dollars was spent by 
guest houses for food. Over 5 million would 
be closest to 
a) 5,000,050. 
b) 55,000. 
c) 5,600. 
234. In 1949, twenty-six eating places in Vermont 
paid out ;jp319, 716 for "labor" ,of which 
~269,948.39 was paid to vermont firms and 
persons. What part was paid. to outsiders? 
235. In 1949, twenty-six eating places in vermont 
reported spending a total of ~1,224,773 for 
operating expenses. Of this $466,471 was spent 
for food. What was spent for other things? 
236. If twenty-six guest houses in Vermont have room 
to serve 2,278 pe .ople meals at once, how many 
people would be served on the average at each 
place? 
112. 
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237. In 1932 there were eight places in St OV!.re, J 
Vermont serving food to guests. During 1947-
48 there were 59 places. How many more places 
were serving food in the latter season? 
238. In 1932 the average rate for room and board in 
Stolre, Vermont was ~2.75 daily or ~16.00 week-
ly. In 1948 the average prices were ~6.20 daily 
and ~41.75 vreekly. Vfuat was the difference be-
tween the 1932 rates and the 1948 rates? 
J 
239. From 1941 through 1945 twenty-three places were J 
7 
113. 
Source Page 
added which cared ~or 408 guests. This was about 
how many guests per place? 
X 240. Between 1935 and 1940 in Stowe, Vermont, sixteen 
place_s were opened ~or skiers which could take 
care o~ 354 more people. About how many persons 
was this per place? 
241. In 1932 in Stowe, Vermont there were rooms ~or 
about 330 persons. At the end o~ the 1947-1948 
season the listed places were capable o~ hand-
ling about 1700 persons without crowding. About 
bow many more people could be housed in 1947-
1948 than in 1932? 
242. During the winter o~ 1947-48 $250,000 was spent 
by tourists ~or lodging among Stowe•s 89 lodging 
places. This sum is i of a $ _________________ • 
Z43. I~ eight service stations in Vermont sold 
179,326 gallon§ of gasoline during August, 1949 
and 66,445 gallons was sold to out o~ state 
tourists, how many gallons were sold to Vermont 
people? 
X 244. There are approximately 2500 service stations in 
Vermont. There a re about'. 25~ s ervice stations 
in Haverhill. Vermont bas about ____________ __ 
times as many service stations as Haverhill has. 
245. Below is a graph showing the gasoline sales of 
eight stations during August, 1949. 
J e= 
J 
J 1 
K 1 
K I 
K 1 
Stati on Gallons Sold 
l 19,757 
2 23,053 
3 18,603 
4 28,000 
5 41,923 
6 18,919 
7 11,496 
8 17,575 
Gallons Sold to Too.rists 
10,290 
10,314 
6,659 
8,814 
. 12,549 
5,363 
3,002 
3,454 
If station 1 sold 19,757 gallons of gasoline 
and 10,290 gallons were sold to tourists, how 
much was sold to other than tourists? 
How many gallons of gasoli;ne clid station 2 
sell to other than tourists? 
V'bat was the difference between the amount of 
gasoline sold to tourists by station 1 and the 
amount sold by station 2? 
Wh~1t was the difference in the total gasoline 
sold between the two stations? 
What was the difference between the gasoline 
sold to non-tourists by station 1 and that sold 
to non-tourists by station 2? 
What was the total amount of gasoline sold by 
the eight stations in all? 
l~bat was the total sum of gasoline sold to 
tourists by the eight stations? 
What was the difference between the total sum 
of g~s oline s old to tourists and the total sum 
of gas sold in all? 
Whi ch station sold the most gasoline in all? 
Which station sold the le ast gasoline? 
114. 
• 
• 
246 . In the numb er· of cars serviced in one day by one 
Vermont service station New York was the le ading 
state. This means that 
a) more New York cars were serviced 
than any other state. 
b) many New York caxs were servi ced. 
c) fewer cars from liew York were 
serviced than any other state. 
New England Tourist Industry 
l~ew Hampshire 
X 247. The 2000 places in ~ew Hampshir e offering over 
night accomOdations in 1946 could be grouped 
int o three t ypes. 
Type I Hotels and Inns 
Type II Tourist Homes , Cabin Groups, 
Suwner Boarding Houses, Hunt -
ing Camps and Adult Camps. 
Type III Boys and Gir ls Camps . 
If these 2000 places offering overnight a ccomoda-
tions ca11 hamle 75,000 guests at a time this 
would a verage ab out how man~r pe r place? 
248. If bo~-rs and g irls camps account for 1/5 of this 
total number of guests about h ow many do they 
hEmct le. 
249. If 60 per ce nt of all a ccomodat i ons are in t he 
White :.1ountains and the Lake Regi ons what per 
115. 
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K 2 
IX 6 
6 
IX ·6 
IX 6 
cent are not? 
250 . Follovting i s a chart shovJing the total vacation 
accomoclati ons in IlTew Hampshire for each type of 
p lace in 1946. 
.Pl a ces 
Type I 
Type II 
Type III 
.b.ccomoclati ons 
30 ,366 
30 , 078 
14,632 
B. ow rra ny mor e pe ople did Type I have than Type 
II? 
How raa.ny mm· e p eOlJle clid Type I hand le than 
Type III? 
251. If the business of type I , hotels ana_ inns t o-
gethe r amounted to ~pl5, 000,000 and. types I I 
an d III recej.ved. about !J7,00 0;000 what was the 
total amount of bus iness done? 
252. If the hote l s and inns as a group accounted for 
1,900 , 000 of t he 4 , 000,000 guest days of vaca-
tion business rep orted , what purt was done 1)y 
the other two type places? 
253 . If o~,rer one-half of the h otels are clos ed for 
eight mon ths of the ye ar h ow long are they open? 
254. The hotel ano~ inn business totalled q;;15,000 , 000 
in 1946. If ~ of this was r eceived during July 
and August about how much was this? 
255. If 3 / 4 of the t otal hotel business was rece i ved 
11 6. 
ou.rce age 
IX 7 
8 
IX 8 
IX 8 
D 9 
between June and t he end. of eptember what part 
was this? 
256. If about 40 per cent o f the ~15 , 000 , 000 went t o 
the h otels in the f ive towns of Bethlehem, 
Carroll , :Hampton, Jacks on, a:ril. Conway, what part 
was this? 
X 257 . In t he ~-ra cati on btu:l'iness the length of the seas on 
var i es fr om hotel t o hot el and f rom tovTn to town. 
This means that 
a) the s eason is the same for each 
hotel and tow·.a . 
b) the season i s different for each 
hotel and tovm. 
c ) the s eason a l ternates for each 
tow·.a. and hotel. 
258. If the VTh.it e :Mount ains Regi on has two-fifth s of 
the total hotel and inn room what part is in the 
rest of the state? 
259. 
260. 
a.·) 1/3 
b) 3/4 
c) 3/5 
If the White Mountains re gi on gets nearly 60 per 
ce:n t of the type I vacation business what per 
cent is g iven to other regions? 
If t 1e t otal number of hotel s and inns. in ] e rJ 
Hampshir e was 418 ar.d the total number of guests 
they coulcl t ake at one time was 30 , 366 would the 
117 . 
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IX 9 -
IX 9 
IX 10 
IX 10 
IX 10 
average guest capacity be about 73? 
a) yes .. 
b) no. 
261. The t ota1 vacation busines s for type II amounted 
t 0 ;p3 t 600.000.. cornparecl t 0 the $15 t 000 t 000 
vacation business of Type I this would be a 
little less than 
a) 1/3 
b) 1/4 
c) 1/5 
262• Type II guests paid a bout ~2. 60 per day while 
Ty-pe I guests paid about ~7.80 per day. This 
means that type II guests paid about 
a)' 1/4 as much as type I. 
b) 1/3 as much as type II. 
c) 1/8 as much as type I. 
263. If ·the ave1·age type II place has room for 22 
guests ani the average type I pla ce has room 
for 73 what is the difference betv;~en the two 
a·rerages? 
264. If 011e third of the ~p3, 600,000 business g oes 
to the type II opera tors ih the six tovms of 
Hampt on, Conway, La conia , Bristol, Carroll 
and Bartlett, how much would this average for 
e a ch of the 6 towns? 
265. If one-half of the ~3,60o,ooo Type III bus i ness 
118 . 
ou..rce age 
IX 17 
IX 17 
IX 17 
IX 19 
IX 21 
v~nt to the 80 cat~s in the Lakes Region how 
much did they get? 
266. If the estimated amount of money spent as the 
tote1 cost of vacations in New Hampshire in 
1946 was $ 70,000,000 and the vacations of Type 
I and Type II guests cost about $50~000,000 
what was the difference between the total amount 
spent by Type I and Type II guests? 
X 267 . In 1946 the estimated total cost of vacations 
spent at boys and girls camps was about 
'~4,000 , 000. flritten in words, 4,000,000 
would be 
a) forty million thousand. 
b) four millicn. 
c) four hundred thousand • 
:X: 268. 1'he Vctcations spent at the 19 .-ooo surn.rner homes 
in the state cos t an estimated ~15,000,000. 
Written in words ~pl5, 000,000 would be 
a) fifteen million dollars. 
b) fifteen hun:lred thou.sano_ dollars ·. 
c) one million five thousand dollars. 
1.19 . 
ource age 
IX 25 
IX 25 
IX 25 
X 269 
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Ne1.~ Engl and Physical Features 
Be low are the approximate lengths of co astlines 
of three Neiv Engl and states 
Maine 
:Hassachusetts 
Rhode I sland 
320 miles 
100 miles 
518 miles 
Hovv many more miles of coas tline has Ha ine than 
Massachusetts? 
Rhode Island has about miles of coastline 
---
than Nassachusetts 
a ) t wice as many. 
b) three times as many. 
c) five times as many. 
Ho"'" many more miles has Rhode Island than Maine? 
Belo\.<7 is a chart i.vhich gives the approximate 
l en gth and w·idth of the New England states. 
Length 1Hdth 
Vermont 160 miles 90 miles 
PJ:wde I s lano_ 48 miles 37 miles 
NevJ Hampshire 200 miles 100 miles 
Connecticut 90 miles 57 miles 
Of these four st ates which is the longest? 
Which is the wi dest? 
1Jfhat is the difference bet't-Jeen t he lengt h of 
Rhode I sl and and New Hampshire? Between Rhode 
I slancl. and Vermont? 
i'Jhich state is the w·idest? 
Vhat i s the difference between t he wi dt h of 
Vermont and Rhode Island ? 
120. 
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X 271 l·'lassachusetts r ank s fourth in size among the Ne1'r 
England states, although its population is the 
largest. More than 50 per cent of all N e~T Eng-
l anders live w·ith in its 8,266 square miles. J:,fore 
than 50 per cent is equal to more t han 
a) 1/3 
b) 1/4 
c) 1/2 
X 272 If New England's area is about 67,000 s quare 
miles and it could be placed i n Texas four times, 
wha t is the approximate area of Texas? 
X 273 Martha 1 s Vineyard and Ne.ntucket are outlying 
parts of Massachusetts. The former is about 
23 miles long an a_ the latter is 15. Hha t is the 
difference in the length of these two islands? 
X 274 If New England's total land and water area 
67,000 square miles- is lit t le more than one 
fiftieth the size of the United States, then 
about how bi g is the United States? 
275 Boston h~s over 40 miles of water front with 
large docks an d rail facilities. If this water 
front vJere stretched_ out in a stra i ght line 
it would reach from Boston to 
a) New York. 
b) Portland. 
c) Haverhill. 
X 276 If Maine t he l a r gest of the Ne~<r England states 
has an area of about 31,040 sq. miles and it is 
only 1/5 the size of California , California would 
121. 
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s 9 
s 7 
s 10 
s 7 
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s 8 
X 277 
278 
279 
be about 
a} 62,020 square miles. 
b) 155,200 square miles. 
c) 150,030 square miles 
If Rhode Island has an area of 1,214 square mile s 
and it is said that it would take 180 F.hode Islands 
to mJtke Kansas about how big is Kansas ? 
Below are listea the highest points of elevation 
f or five of the New England states. 
New Hampshire--Mt. Washington 
Rhode Island---Durfee Hill 
Conne cticut----Bear :M01mtain 
Massachusetts--rift. Greylock 
Vermont-- - - --- -Mt. Mansfield 
6,295 fee t. 
805 feet. 
2 , 355 f eet . 
3,535 f eet. 
4,393 feet. 
Arrange t h ese elevations in order from highest to 
lowest. 
If Connecticut 's highest point is 2,355 feet and 
Vermont 's is 4,393 feet~ what is the difference be-
tween the two? 
'IJVhat is the difference between the highest and the 
l owe s t elevation? 
How would y ou expre s s Mt . 'Mansfiel' 's highest peak 
in words? 
a) four thousand, three hundre d ninety- t hree . 
b four mi llion , t hree thousa·nd ninety- three. 
c) forty-three hundred t h ousand ninety-thr ee. 
122. 
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s 8 
s 10-13 
Maine ' s coastline measures 320 miles long and there S 8 
r e more t han 400 offshore islands. If there are 
5 , 280 fee t in a mile how many feet are there along 
the coastline? 
1 2.3 . 
So r ce Pe 3e 
280 Massachusetts has one hund.re c1_ mile s of coastline . s 
If there are 5,280 feet in a mile how many fee t 
are there along the coast l ine ? 
X 281 The total length of Rhode Island ' s coastline is 
518 miles . Thi s would equal how many feet if there 
are 5,280 feet in a mi le? 
28 2 If New Hampshire ' s total area is 9,304 s quare miles 
and 1/3 of it has an altitude of 2000 feet or mor e 
what part of New Hampshire would this be? 
283 In s ome sect ions of Vermont we f i n d flat areas . 
These would be 
a) large and leve l . 
b) large and hilly. 
c) large and roll ing . 
New Eng land Physical Feature s 
Maine 
X 284 Aroo stook, the county farthe s t north, con t ains 
6,453 square miles , an area of more than that of 
Rhode Island and Conne ct icut combined . Thi s means 
that Rhode Island and Connecticu t 
a) have le ss than 6,453 squar e miles 
together. 
b) each has le ss t han 6 ,453 square mi l es . 
c) average about 6,453 square miles . 
s 18 
s 9 
c 
VI 5 
X 285 I Maine has a total area o.f 33,040 square miles 
and it is nearly e.s large as the other five New 
Eng land states combine d this means that 
a) each of the other New Eng land states 
i s 1/5 of Maine. 
b) that the sum of the areas of the other 
states would nearly equal Maine . 
286 The highest elevation in Maine is Mount Katahd n 
5,267 feet above sea level. This is about one 
high? 
a) yard 
b) mile 
c) rod 
X 287 There are within the borders of the state of Maine 
2,465 lakes and ponds. 2,465 written in words would 
be. 
a) twenty-four thou sand sixty-five . 
b) two thousand f our hundred sixty-five. 
c) t wo million four h~ndred sixty- five. 
New Eng land Physical Features 
Massachuset ts 
2 88 The counties in Massachusetts are made up of 39 
cities and 312 towns. Wbat is the difference be -
tween the n umber of cities and the number . of towns? 
124. 
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X 289 Be low is a chart showing the heights of some of the 
important mountains in :Massachusetts. 
Mount Wi lliams 
Ea st Mountain 
Mount Everett 
Spruce Hill 
Motmt Frissel 
Potter Mountain 
French Hill 
3,040 f'eet 
2,660 f'eet 
2,624 :feet 
2,588 f'eet 
2,42 0 f'eet 
2,400 f'eet 
2 , 239 f' eet 
Wh.ich mountain is the tallest? 
VVhich mountain is the smallest? 
VVhat is the difference in height between Mount Wi l-
liams and Potter Mountain? 
What is the difference b etween Mount Everett and 
Spru ce Hill? 
New England Physical Features 
New He.mpsh ire 
125. 
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290 Below is given the total area in square miles of VII 
each county in the state of New Hampshire. 
Total ft~ea of' State 
Belknap County 
Carroll County 
Chesire County 
Grafton Cotmty 
Hillsborough County 
Merr imack County 
Rockingham County 
Strafford Count y 
Sullivan County 
9,304.0 
467 .0 
996.0 
1,850.0 
1,747.0 
902.0 
949.0 
718.0 
390.0 
549.0 
Which county if doubled would come closest to 
Merrlinack County? 
• 
126. 
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Strafford County compared wi th Rockingham Count 
is about 
a) 1/2 the size. 
b) 2/3 the size. 
c) 1/3 the size. 
291 The total land and water area at New Hampshire is VII 
9,304.0 square miles. If the water area is 280.0 
square miles what is the total land area? 
New England Climate 
Vermont 
X 292 In Vermont the length of the summer season between D 
the latest and earliest frosts, varies from 110 to 
160 days, according to location and altitude. 
If there are 30 days in a month a 160 day period 
would equal about how many months? 
How many months would a 110 day period equal? 
X 293 The ski season in Vermont usually runs from mid D 
December well into April. This is about 
a) 8 months. 
b) 4 months. 
c) 6 months • 
294 Rainfall may average as little as 32 inches annual-
ly in northwestern Vermont. This would average 
how many inches per month? 
s 20 
Nei•J En gland Forests and Forest Products 
Source 
X 295 . If there are 27 million acres of vmodlanc1 Ne-vr 
En gland and one half cBn be called valuable, 
how me~nY can be called valuable? 
296. Hmv is 27 million 'tvritten in fi gures? 
X 297 . The value of forestry p roduction in New· Engl and 
in 1 9 39 a mounted to $54,600,000 or 5.5 per cent 
of the Unit ed Sta tes total. tvr i tten in l;rords 
$54 , 600,000 would be 
a) fifty-four mi llion, six hundred thousanc1. 
b) fifty-four thousand six hundre c1 mill ion. 
c) five billion, four thousand, six hundred 
million. 
X 298. Belovl is a chart giving the value of forestry 
for the six New Engl and states in 1939 
Vermont 
Has sachusetts 
P..hode Island 
Maine 
Co nne cti cut 
New Hampshire 
$4,700,000 
2,600,000 
80,000 
32,725,000 
220,000 
14, 275,000 . 
Arrange these in order of gTeatest value and 
the smallest • . 
t'hat is the d ifference bet;,-.reen the gre a test 
value and the smallest? 
What is the d ifference between the values of 
Maine an cL Ne1·J He.mpshire forestry products?--
Bet't,reen l~aine and. Vermont? 
'\~The.t i s the sum of the forestry products of :.-Ia ine 
a n d New Hampshire? Of Connecticut a nd Rhode Island? 
R 
R 
R 
R 
127. 
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299. Each year one railroad alone moves more than 
500 cru~loads of Christmas trees out of north-
ern Nev.r England. At this rate hm."' many car-
loacts v.;roul ct it move iri 10 yea.rs·? - in 15 years? 
Ne'{!-;r En gl and. Forests and Forest Proc1ucts 
£.1e.ine 
X 300. If 16,880,000 acres of the 1 9 , 865,000 acres 
of lend surfa ce of Maine are in timber and 
~ood lots, how many acres e.re not? 
X 301. The annual out of lumber is about 300,000,000 
feet. t~itten in words 300,00 0,000 would be 
a ) three hundre d mi llion. 
b) t h irty t housand million. 
c) three hundre d million thousand. 
302 . If one Maine factory uses 5,000 cord s of wood 
annually in t he manufacture of clothesp ins how 
many cords 't'rould they use in five years? In 
ten years? 
303 . Maine's forest area covers 16,788,000 a cres. 
This is greater t han t he combined forest e.rea 
of all other New England states. This means t hat 
a) the sum of the forest areas of 
the New England states is less 
than 1 6 ,788 ,000 a cres. 
b) The sum of the forest areas of the 
other New England states is just 
1 28. 
Source Page 
R 44 
VI 8 
VI 8 
VI 8 
VI 8 
X 304. 
X 305. 
Over 
each 
Maine 
abou t 16, 788·, 000 a cres . 
c) t h e sum of the forest a r eas of t he othe r 
New England states is more than ·16,788,000 
acres. 
1,000,000 cords of pulpwood are cut in Maine 
year. 1,000,000 cords is equal to 
a) one hundred thousand. 
b) one billion. 
c) one million. 
has the larges t f'orest area in the east, 16, 
750,000 acres in timberland . Haverhill cover s about 
25 ,600 acres. (40 square miles X 640 acres.) How 
ma ny times t h e size of Haverhill is Maine 's fore st 
area? 
a) 10 times as large. 
b) 650 times as large. 
c) 60 times as large . 
New Eng land Forests and Forest Produ cts 
Vermont 
1 29. 
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306. Year round re creation is now available in Vermont E 
state fores t s and f'ore s t parks . This mea n s that 
recreation is available 
a) part of the year . 
b) most of the yea r . 
c ) al l of the year. 
130. 
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307. Vermont' s f orty-f i ve state forests and forest 
par ks have a combined area of 78 ,186 a cr es. This 
v oulo e qual about ho't\r many times Haverhill' 8 
total area of 25,600. a cres? 
E 
308 . I f Vermont ha s 45 stat e forests end forest parks E 
~ri th a combined_ area of 78 ,186 a cres, this Hould 
average hm~r many a cres to ea ch forest or park'? 
X 309. Camel' 8 Hump State Forest in Vermont 't1as started E 
by a gift of 1,200 acres. It nmv cont a ins 7,748 
e.cre s . Hm,r many a cres ha.ve been added to the 
ori ginal gift? 
X , 310. Lyndon State Forest i n Vermont has 75 a cres. If E 
there are 160 square rods in P~ acre how many 
s quare rods are there in Lyndon State Forest? 
X 311. Tovmshenct State Forest i n Vermont has 700 acres. E 
Of these 55 a cr es are plantations. Ho"tt.r many 
acres are not devoted to pl antations? 
312. Hount Man:Sfielcl, the loftiest peak in Ver mont is E 
4,393 feet hi gh. 't'Tritten in vrorc1s this vmuld be 
a ) four t housand , three hundred ninety-three. 
b) f orty- three thousand ninety-three. 
c) four million, three hundred ninety-three. 
X 31 3 . CordttJood, pulpv.JOod. and lo gs have been harvested 
fr om Proctor Pip er State Forest since 1923 . How 
long ago was this? 
X 314. Proctor Piper Stat e Forest i n Vermont was first E 
establi shed i n 1914 by a gift of 424 a cres. Later 
it was increased to 1,500 a cres by another gift. 
Hovr many a cres cLid the second gift include? 
131. 
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315. If Grafton State Forest, Vermont has an area 
of 15,300 acres e.nd 200 s.cres e.re devoted to 
plantations, Hhe.t part of the forest is not? 
316. ~·l i thin Groton State Forest , Vermont there are 
6 bodies o f vJater--the largest of ~'lhich is Lalte 
Groton. This lake is 3 miles long. Lake Kenoza, 
Haverhill, is 3/4 of a mile in l ength . How many 
times a.s long i s Lake Groton as Lake Kenoza? 
E 
E 
X 317. Thetford Hill State Forest, Vermont is 1,160 feet E 
h igh. Maidstone State Forest is 1,303 feet hi gh . 
Uhi ch i s the highest? By hm.v many feet? 
X 318. Honroe State Forest park -v._ras started by a gift E 
of 1 00 a cres. .An additional 100 a cres 't·Jas added 
to t his . Hov-r big is the park now? 
319. Brenbury State Forest Park includes a thousand 
foot frontage of sandy beach. If there are 5,280 E 
feet in a mile, this beach 't;'"OUld be about 
a) 1/2 a mile. 
b) 1/4 of a mile. 
c) 1/5 of . l a mJ._e. 
d) 1/3 of a mil e . 
320. Dutt on State Forest Park, Vermont was planted in E 
1 896. How long ago was this? 
321. Cryst a l Lake State Forest Park, Vermont has one- E 
half e. mile of vrhite sandy beach on Crystal Lake. 
If there are 5, 280 feet in a mile hm-v many feet 
of beach does this ~:>ark have'? 
132. 
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322. Ascutney Sta te Forest P8_rk has an auto pe,rkt·Jay E 
4 miles long. rrhis 110Uld be about the clistance 
bet1~een Haverhill and 
a) Netilburyport 
b) .Amesbury 
c) Groveland 
323. Darling State Park was given for public · recreation E 
in 1935 . How· long ago 't'ITas this? 
324. Allis State Forest Paxk was presented to Vermont E 
in 1931. Hoir.r long ago was this? 
Ne'tv England Forests aml Forest Products 
Connecticut 
325. Hore than half of the state's acreage is in X 
1,roodlano .• This means more than 
a) 75% of the state's acreage. 
b) 50~ I of the state's acreage. 
c) 25% of the state's acreage. 
133 . 
New England Recreat i on 
Vermont 
X 326. I f 90 boys and girls camps in Vermont have a Source Page 
total enrollment of 6,450 this would a verage B 
how many per camp? 
327. A large number of people who visited Vermont in H 
328 . 
329 . 
1949 w re asked if they had a good time. 97% of 
those who replied said they had a good t ime . 
97% means 
1. nearly everyone. 
2 . very few. 
3 . about half. 
If 357 parti e s during one year spent a total of 
d~ 
.1p45' 4:77. 54 how much woul d this avera0 e per part-? 
If 431 par ties during one year spent '"' o. total of 
2,947 days i n Vermont, about how many days were 
spent by each party? 
330. If 431 part ies to Vermont during one year included 
1, 254 per son s, a bou t how many perflons per party 
did this avera: e? 
· H 
H 
H 
331 . r he tota l value of recreational proper ty in Stowe, J 
Vermont is roughly t wo million dollars. Written 
in f igures t wo million dollars is 
a) ~)200, 000. 
b ) '5020' 00. 
c ) ;jp2,000,000 . 
5 
8 
7 
6 
134. 
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332 . Following is a descrip tion of four rope tows .J 
used for skiing a t Stowe, Vermont 
Rope tm'' a t t he 1400 feet long 
Chair lift carriea 1000 persons per 
hour. Serves 75 a cres 
of open slope. 
Rope tovJ at t h e 
Toll House 
Rope tov-1 a t 
St r om 1 s Hill 
Rope tm,r a t 
1200 feet long 
ca~ries 1000 persons per 
h our . Serves 25 a cres 
of open slope. 
700 feet long 
carrie~ 500 persons per 
h our. Serves 20 acres of 
open slope . 
800 feet long 
Nynch House carrie~ 600 p ersons pe r hour. 
1. l:!h ich rope tm.., i s the longest? 
2. Which tov-1 i s the short e s t? 
3 . ~vhat is t he <liifference between t he t vJO '? 
4 . l'·Thich tvJO to~Js serve t h e most p eople 
per hour? 
5. \'Jhich tm·J ser ves the least pe op le per hour ? 
6. If t he chair lift tow serves 75 a cres of 
open slope and t he Toll House tow serves 
25 a cres, v!hat i s t he d ifferen ce bet~·re en 
the number of a cres served by the tvw? 
333 . Th e chair lift used for skiing at Stowe, Vermont J 
i s 6 , 300 ft. long and the T-bar lift i s 4000 ft. long 
135. 
So 1.r ce Pa ::; e 
~mat is the dif f erence in leng th between t h e t wo? 
334 . h e T-ba r 1 ft serves 750 per s ons per h our. L11 6 
h our s it serves how many? 
J 
335. The chair lift serves 225 persons p er hou~. In 6 J 
hour s which serve s the most p eop le the T-bar l i f t 
or the chair lift? 
3 36 . If t h e chair lift at Stowe is 6, 330 feet this means J 
tha t it is 
a) more than a mile long . 
b) j u st one mile long. 
c) less than one mile long . 
337. There are 2,800 a cres of open slopes for skiing i n D 
Vermont. If there are 640 acres in a square mile 
how many s quare m le s ar e t h ere in 2, 8 00 a cre ? 
X 338 . Vermont lan i s well su ited to all t ypes of s kiing D 
because the land is so varied. This means that 
a) a ll slopes mu st be steep . 
b) a ll s lop e s must be gentle. 
c) the s lopes rang e from very s tee to 
very gentle. 
9 
New England-:--I-Iistori ca l Fa cts 
339 . The mi gration of the cotton industry from New 
England to the south started more than forty 
years ago. Forty years ago "ras about 1;-rhat year? 
340. Less than three years after lEmding at Plymouth 
the Pilgrims sent to England on the ship 11 .Anne 11 
a cargo of beaver and. other skins and elap-
boexds. If the Pilgrims l anded i n 1620 this 
would have been close to 
a) 1622. 
b) 1624. 
c) 1623. 
X 341. The hurricane of September 21, 1938 was the first 
in over 60 years that this re gion had experi-
enced . If there had been a hurricane about 60 
yee.rs before 1938 in New England 1vhat year woul c1 
that have beeh? 
a) 1820. · 
b) 1878. 
c) 1920 . 
X 342. How many years ago cUd the hurricane of 1938 
occur? How many years before you were born? 
X 343. A second hurricene occurred on September 14, 
1944 which caused extensive damage i n south-
eastern Ne1-1 England. Next September \:'rill be 
how many years since the second hurricane? 
344. In 1 936 New En gland rivers went on the worst 
rampage in their history. How long ago was this? 
136. 
Source Page 
R 12 
R 11 
s 20 
s 20 
s 21 
s 21 
345. Samuel Robinson discovered in 1761 that the sap 
of the sugar maple could be used to make maple 
sugar . Ho't'r many years ago 't"las this discovery made? 
New England--Historical Facts 
lVIassachusetts 
346. The first furnace was set up in Lynn, Massachu-
setts in 1644. When was the 300th anniversary 
of the event celebra ted? 
347. The first Nev-r England mill was apparently a 
corn mill in or near v/atertown, 'Hassachusetts. 
This was first used about 1635. About how many 
years a go was this corn mill first used? 
348. Massachusetts had the first State Police Organiza-
tion in the United States. It was established in 
1865 as the 11 District Police 11 • Hm·r long ago was 1865? 
Ne1-r Engl and Histol"•ical Facts 
Rhode Island 
137. 
Source Page 
R 15 
R 12 
R 11 
XII 37 
349. Providence, P..hode Island 'l'll'as founded in 1636. Ho1rr · 0 
long ago was this? 
350. If the Providence, P..hode Island Public Library 
opened in 1878, how long ago was this? 
351. The first Rhode Island boy scout troop began in 
the summer of 1910. Hovr long ago 1'ras this? 
N 132 
.N 147 
352 . The f irst girl scout troop in Rhode Island was 
formed in Ne'tl'rport in 1917. Hol'J' long ago was this ? 
353. The Roger \'lilliams Eonument on Prospect Terrace, 
Provicl.ence vra s dedi cat eo_ in June, 1939. How· 
many year s a go wi ll this be by next June? 
354. The cost of the Roger ~"lil li ams Monument "t·.ras ~f70, 000. 
Written in words this would be 
a) seven hundred million d ol l ars . 
b) seventy t housand dollars. 
c) seventy hundred dollars. 
355. The cornerstone for the s t at e house in Providen ce, 
Rhode I s l and was l aid October 15th , 1896. How 
many years 1'7ill have passed since this event by 
next October ? 
356. Roger 'Vlilliams settled in Provi dence in 1636 . 
Hor,r long ago 1rms this? 
357. In 1727 the first printing press was set up in 
1'e1·rport, Rhode I sland. How long ago "t'las this? 
358. The first spinning jenny in the United States 
vras made at Providence in 1787 . About hov:T 
many years ago was this? 
359. In 1790 Samuel Slater started a cotton f a ctory 
in Pat•rtucket. Hov.r long ago v-.ra.s t his? 
360. In 1732 the first net·Ispe,per in the state, the 
Rhode Island "Gazet te 11 , r.rms started. Y·lha t 
anniversary vJill be celebrated in 1982? 
361. In 1931 the first state airport in the United States 
was de dicated in Rhode Island. If a decade is ten 
138 . 
Scource Page 
N 149 
N 7 
N 7 
N 11 
N 24 
N 24 
N 25 
N 
N 24 
years, how many decades ago was this? 
362. In 1936 voting machines were used f or the fir st 
t ime in the state. How many years ago was thi ? 
X 363 . In 1944 a ht.li'ricane swept across the state . a age 
amounted to $ 2 , 000,000. How old were you at that 
time? Written in words ~~2 , 000 , 000 wou l d be 
a ) two hundred thousand dollars . 
b) V NO million dollars . 
c) twenty thousand dollars . 
New England Historical Facts 
Connecticut 
N 
X 364. Connecticu t contains literally t housands of histor - W 
ic colon al homes . Thousand refers to 
a) a few. 
b) sever al . 
c) a great many . 
365 . Charles Goodyear, a Connecti cut hardware merchant 
discovered the process of vulcanization of rubber 
in 1839. How long ago was this di scovery ma e~ 
New En~land Histor ical Facts 
J!laine 
366 . The clipper shi p, " Red Jacket" b ilt at Rockland, 
Maine in 1854, made the fastest journey fr om New 
VI 
139 . 
26 
30 
37 
York to Portland of' any clipper ship . In how many 
years will t he hundred t h anniver sary of this trip 
be c e lebrated ? 
140. 
ourc e Pa -=- e 
367. The first ch artered city in America wa s York, Ma ine VI 3 
chartered 1642. Then was the tercentenary (three 
hundred th anniversary) celebrated? 
368 . In 1607, thirtee n y e -rs prior to the land ing of the TI 36 
P l grims, the Popham colonists settled a t the mouth 
of t h e Kennebec. How long a g o wa s this period? 
369. If Ma i ne sent 72,945 of her sons to war uring the 
Civil war and a bout 9,000 never returne d , how many 
die d ? 
370. In 1652, Maine came under Massachusetts. In 1820 
Maine separated from Massachusetts and was a Qmitted 
to the Qnion as a sep arate state. 
For how many years was Ma ine under Mass a chusetts? 
How l ong ag o did Main e separate from Massachus e tt s? 
VI 38 
VI 38 
141. 
PROCESSES USED I N PROBLEH SOLVING 
Ac1di tion Subtraction 1-lul tipli catior Division 
Probl em Problem Problem Problem 
Number Number Nu.rnber Number 
36 2 137 241 . 349 ' 10 
.. 
6 31 6 
94 3 143 243 350 1 3 7 319 
134 4 144 245 351 33 10 321 
135 5 148 252 352 38 17 326 
136 8 149 253 353 60 22 328 
1 49 11 156 263 355 61 31 329 
1 52 23 157 266 356 63 63 330 
176 24 158 270 357 80 65 337 
181 25 1 60 273 358 110 79 361 
184 26 1 63 278 359 125 85 
224 34 165 288 360 1 31 96 
245 35 166 289 361 132 97 
251 40 173 291 362 135 129 
298 41 179 298 363 142 147 
318 42 182 300 365 143 150 
346 43 187 309 366 185 153 
366 53 191 311 368 186 154 
367 54 195 313 369 190 183 
55 19 6 314 370 199 2'.13 
56 197 315 209 223 
57 198 317 217 228 
64 200 320 242 231 
66 201 323 272 236 
67 202 324 274 239 
72 203 332 276 240 
73 206 333 277 244 
87 207 335 279 24,7 
89 208 339 280 24S 
95 211 341 281 254 
98 214 342 299 260 
1 00 215 343 302 26'4 
104 216 344 305 265 
110 219 345 310 282 
113 220 347 334 292 
115 221 348 335 294 
119 222 295 
121 226 307 
127 230 308 
1 35 234 
136 235 
237 
238 
, . 
142. 
OTHER TYPES OF QUANTITATIVE THINKING REQUIRED 
Reading Interpre- Estimation Concept Concept 
and tation and of of Writing of Comparison Fractions Percentage Numbers Tables 
Problem Problem Problem Problem Problem 
l'Juni)er Number Number Numb r Number 
1 171 53 289 3 !14 245 4 15 
12 174 57 290 4 23 246 6~ 18 
16 180 58 298 6 126 250 14 27 
19 182 59 332 9 128 257 17 28 
20 192 67 11 130 2p0 50 52 
21 204 73 13 133. 261 58 101 
32 205 82 29 135 262 76 107 
3.7 218 83 30 136 269 82 108 
38 225 86 3 8 143 270 96 109 
53 267 100 39 148 275 97 118 
62 268 135 44 149 276 106 140 
68 278 136 45 152 278 124 145 
81 2 87 148 46 155 283 165 226 
84 296 149 47 157 284 255 227 
91 297 152 48 163 285 258 249 
99 301 157 4_9 166 286 261 256 
102 304 163 51 168 289 ·262 259 
103 . 312 166 57 170 290 271 271 
105 331 170 58 175 293 295 
111 354 172 59 176 303 316 
112 363 176 65 177 305 319 
116 178 67 178 306 325 
117 179 69 179 3.07 
120 181 70 181 322 
122 182 71 182 327 
138 188 73 188 332 
139 191 74 . 189 336 
141 193. 75 191 3.38 
146 194 77 193 340 
149 212 78 210 364 
151 222 82 212 
159 230 83 218 
161 245 86 222 
162 250 88 229 
164 269 90 230 
167 270 92 232 
169 27 8 93 233 
100 242 
244 
Code 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
J 
- K 
L 
143. 
I NTERPRETATI01'1 OF CODE USED TO REPRESENT 
SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCE 
Title of Reference 
Letter from Vermont 
Development Commission 
What Vermont Resources 
Hean To It 1s People 
Vermont Agriculture 
Unsnoiled Vermont 
Vermont State Forests 
and Forest Parks 
1950 Vermont Population 
FigUres (Preliminary) 
Tourist Dollars lvlal{e 
Markets For VermontFerm 
Products 1950 
Habits and EA~enditures 
Vermont~l949 Vacationists 
1950 --
Economic :·~ Aspects of 
Recreational Development in 
Stowe, Vermont, 1948 
Gasoline Sales To Tourists 
And V!hat They Mean To 
Vermont, 1949 
Habits, F.xpenditures end 
Comments of Out-Of-State 
Ski Visitors, 1949 
Vermont Development 
Commission Report For The 
Biennial Ending June 30, 1950 
Publisher 
Vermont Develonment 
Commission * 
Vermont Department 
of Agriculture and 
Vermont DeveloPment 
Conmission ~ 
Veroont Development 
Comc.ission -
Vermont Develonment 
Cor:~ r.1ission -
Vermont Development 
Commis s ion -
Vermont Develonment 
Commission • 
Vermont Development 
Commission • 
Vermont Develoument 
Comuission ~ 
Verruont Development 
Commission 
Vermont Development 
Commission 
Vermont Development 
Commission 
CocLe 
N 
0 
p 
R 
s 
T 
u 
v 
X 
y 
Title of Reference 
Providence Journal 
Bulletin Almanac 1950 
A Fe't•r Brief Facts About 
Rl1.0d:e Island 
New England-It's Economic 
Importance and Prospects, 
1950 
Grov.rth Trends In The Nev-1 
England Economy, 1950---
The Role of Industry in 
New England Life 
The New Englend Re ~;ion 
and IfTs Resources 
The Role of Agriculture 
in Nev·T England Life 
The Role of Trade and 
Tr'anS'P"'Qrtation in Ne1-r 
England Life 
Connecticut Resources 
Bulletin-Hanufacturing 
1950 
Connecticut Resources 
Bulletin-Points of 
Interest, 1950 
Connecticut Resources 
Bulletin-Introduction 
to nes ources Series, 
1950 
Connecticut Resources 
Bul letin-Recreation 
and Outdoor Life, 1950 
144 . 
Publisher 
Providence Journal 
Company 
Rhode Island Port 
and Industrial 
Commis s ion 
Federal Heserve 
Bank of Boston 
Federal Reserve 
Bank of Boston 
The Ne'tv York 
Ne\'r Haven and 
Hartford Rail-
road Company 
The Ne'tv York, 
Ne't·T Haven end 
Hartford Rail-
road Co mpe.ny 
The New York, 
Ne,_., Haven and 
Hartford Rail-
road Company 
The Ne1-1 York, 
New· Haven and 
Hartf ord Re.i 1-
road Company 
Connecticut State 
Development 
Commiss ion 
Conne cticut Sta te 
Development 
Commission 
Connecticut State 
Development 
Commission 
Connecticut Stat e 
Development 
Commission 
Code 
z 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V-
VI 
VII 
VIII 
I X 
X-
XI 
XII 
XIII 
Title of Reference 
Connecticut Resources 
Bulletin-Agriculture 
a..nd Farm Series, 1950 
Connecticut Resources 
Bulletin-Education 
Public and Private, 1950 
Britannica Book of 
The Year, 1950 -
Eastern Connecticut 
Connecticut-Some Facts 
1949 ---
Connecticut Business 
Review-Latest U. S. 
Census of l.lianufa cturers 
Data 
Facts About Maine, 1946 
Ponulation and Area of 
Cities, Towns-a..nd Counties 
in New Hampshire- 1950 
Tonics- Ne"t-.r Hamnshire State 
Pl anning and Develonment 
Commission December, 1950 
Vacation Business in New 
Hampshire- 1949 
Population of New 
Hanmshire, Pecrt I, 1946 
Some Facts About 
MaSSachusetts 
An Onen Book - The Facts 
--~ ---- --- -~~ Concerning Industrial 
Aclvant ages in Eassachusett s 
Massachusetts Gives You 
All Three 
Publi sher 
Connecticut Sta te 
Development 
Commission 
Connecticut State 
Development 
Commission 
Connecticut St ate 
Development 
Commission 
Connecticut State 
Development 
Commission 
Connecticut State 
Development 
Co:nmi ssion 
Maine Develoument 
Commiss ion -
145. 
New Hampshire State 
Planning and Develop-
ment Commission 
New Hampshire St a te 
Planning and Develop-
ment Commission 
Ne"t·J Hampshire State 
Planning and. Develop-
ment Co mmission 
New Hampshire State 
Planning and Develop-
ment Commission 
111assachusett s Develon-
ment and Industrial • 
Commission 
Massachusetts DeveloP-
ment a nd Industrial -
Commission 
Chapter V. 
EVALUATI 6N Al'-JD Sl:mHARY 
The lJ roblems t-.rh i ch are mar ked \vi th an X in Chapter IV 
were tried in a fifth- gr ade classroom to see what the re-
a ction s of the s tudent s to the problems would be . The oro-
blems 1'\Tere workecl out orally during re gul e.r a rithmetic per-
i ods ove r a period of about three weeks. There 1-rere about 
fifte en children of average intelli gence in t h e group . 
The children di d not find the proble ms chosen for this 
tria l period d ifficult. All ch ildren in t h e group could . not 
s olve al l the oroblems . Hmvever there seemec1 to be enough 
each time who could solve the problems to prove their v alue. 
Although t hese problems were use d apa~t from a study of 
Ne1,I England - cont rary to their intencl.ect use - t he children 
see med very much intere s ted. At t he beginning of t h e tria l 
perioc1 t h e students 1..-rere told tha t the f a cts a nc1 figures 
t h ey 1-Jere us ing v:ere a ctually true. l.'lhen a s ked if t h ey liked 
t h e oroblems and 111hy, some of the follovring ansi.•lers 'tvere 
given: 
"The big numbers are fun." 
11 \nJe are lear n ing about real numbers that tell 
about our states." 
11 It helps in sociel studies to le a rn about these 
numbers. 
11 If you lrnow these thing s pe op le 1•rill be 
p roud of you. 11 
146. 
ll 'l.'fe are learning about t hings in the St a te 
t-ihich l'Je never knew about before. 11 
" 'tt!e e.re le arning to sol ve har d as ~'lTell a s 
ea sy problems. 11 
"I like to think out problems . " 
11 They 1re fun becau s e t hey ' re hard ." 
ll '{l e ' re learning gr ea t big numbers and 
t h ey ' re i nteresting . 11 
th,.;e learn a l ot fro m t hese be cause they 1 re 
rea l. In the book they 1 re not real . 11 
11 They 1re fun to do." 
I 
From these particular problems used during the tri al period , 
t he children derived pr actiee i n using the following arithmetical 
con cepts a ccurately. 
increase grea test 
de creas e highest 
primary tot a l 
va lue leading 
amount average 
d.ifference si ze 
equ a l rest 
contribute smallest 
long ago per cent 
hoN many densely 
begin part 
l eads whole 
ranked finished 
century le'a s t 
1 47. 
ample 
ur oduce 
more t han half 
less than half 
over half 
lot.-re st 
variecL 
l atest 
e s timat ed 
acre 
e.nnua.l 
yea r round 
ori gina l 
e.cl d.i tiona l 
mi gr ation 
The comput ation neces sary to solve this group of problems 
1•7as not r1ifficult an c1 t he children dio. not hesitate except in 
one or t wo cases . 
It 1rlias obs erved that t he children v.rere as mu ch int eres ted 
in reading and discussing t he facts of t h e nroblems as they 
were in s olving t heir answers. This seemed a desirable conse-
quence sin ce for children v-rho are not particularly interested 
in arithmetic yet very much interested i n social studies, such 
problems as t hese ce.n a ct as a motivating device :for develop i ng 
arithmetica l abilities and co ncept s . 
In addi tion t hese proble ms provided t he children with 
practice in using judgment as v1ell as Jr,nm•Il e dge of computation-
a l .:net hods . 
Summary 
The purpose of this paper has been to prepe.re arithmetic 
problems 1rJhich , if u sed during a study of Ne-vr Engl and v-.rill help 
children to gain a better understanding of t he quantit a tive situ-
ations de scribed in t he ir textbooks and supplementary reading ma-
t eri als. 
148 . 
It seems evident tha t pr ob lems built on true f acts concerning 
New Engl and 't·Jill broaden the children 1 s lmov-Jle dge of t h e a rea a s 
1·iell as give significant meaning to the use of number used in de-
scri:Ping New .England. 
'The use of the se problems v-r i l l provi cLe tra ining in est im-
at ion, compari s on, and comput a tion. It 1rrill not only he l p ctevel-
op cu anti t a.ti ve t h ink i n g but 'tv ill p oint out to children -ola.ces 
1~~here such t h ink i ng is re quired for correct interpret a t ion of 
re ading materials . 
The use of t hese p roblems might well act as a n incentive to a 
child 11ho is not very much interested in ar ithmetic yet t h orough-
ly intere s ted in social s tudies. 
Conclusions 
1. In social s tudies a s well a s in other curricular area s, 
arithmetic is used rep e a tedly to estimEJ.te, comp are, p oint 
out, emphas i ze end (J_escribe . Therefore tea chers of the 
lm-..rer and middle gi'ades should use opportuni ties to d is-
cuss quantit a tive s itua tions v-rhi ch appear in re a ding ma-
terials so tha t children in t he upper gr ades will be 
bet ter a bl e to underst and anc1 interpret clea rly l"ea.ding 
ma teri als. 
2 . Pra ctice g iven in interpret Ation of oucmtit a tive situa tions 
wi l l enable children to understand and interpret more 
effectively reading materie.ls found in ne'Ttrs~oapers, maga-
zines , journals etc., in l a t er life. 
3. One a rea of learning ca n often be used to enrich and make 
more meani n gful some other are~. 
14:9 . 
4 . Chi ldren are intere sted and vJill l ear n more r eadily 1-.rhen 
things ar e rea l and t rue to life. 
Limi t a.t ion s of Study: 
1. Each of t he areas around t·lhich t h e problems in thi s 
oaner have been develoned are by n o means exhau sted . 
~ - ... 
Hore could be added to ea ch. Hm·.r ever t hey serve a s a 
sugge s tion for fu r t he r probl ems. 
2 . The tri al period of s ome of the problems was not a 
f a ir trial . It 1vould have been better to u s e t he pro-
bl ems during a s tudy of New Engl and a s was int ended 
t hat they should be used . Then too 1 t he proble ms were 
us ed 1"i th a li rrli te et group of children of ave rage i ntelli-
gence. There were no superior children in t he group . 
It was neces sary to u s e t he problems during an ari thmetic 
peri od -ea ch day r a ther t han while studying s oci a l s t udies. 
3. The trial period was of short dura tion because of limited 
time. 
Suggest ion s f or further research 
150. 
1. Th i s same paper mi ght well be r evi sed five or ten year s fro m 
nmv on t h e ba sis of nev.r s t atistics f r om t he same s ource s . 
2 . An alysis df t h e se s am e materi als f or qu antitatlve s itu-
a tions 11hich could be use c1_ a s a basis for problems on 
t he junior high and secondary school l evels mi ght prove 
fruit f ul. 
3 . Te st s to measure gains made in social s t udies and in a rith-
metic aft er using t hese problems .s11ould prove valuable. 
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